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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with the evaluation of crack propagation in the presence of other 
cracks within the same two-dimensional body. The parameter known as the Stress 
Intensity Factor (SIF) is used within Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) to 
predict crack propagation rate knowing the appropriate material properties. 
Unfortunately the number of SIF solutions for multiple cracks is very small especially for 
real engineering cases. This thesis investigates the use of the SIF weight function for the 
efficient evaluation of SIFs for two one-dimensional cracks in close proximity to each 
other. The SIF weight function has proved to be a powerful tool for die evaluation of 
single cracks however, has not before been used to solve multiple crack problems. The 
main objective of the thesis is to investigate the mechanics of multiple cracks through an 
experimental and numerical analysis programme and to develop engineering solutions for 
prediction of multiple crack behaviour in steels and materials that exhibit LEFM 
characteristics.
A Finite Element (FE) approach was employed to model multiple crack interaction. In 
addition, the FE model was used to study the non-uniform stress distribution caused by 
the interaction effect between cracks. Over one hundred FE models were analysed for this 
study. A major experimental programme was conducted to study the interaction effect 
between two edge cracks. A total of seven specimens with different crack geometries 
were completed under fatigue loading in tension. The purpose of this experimental work 
was to better understand the mechanisms of crack interaction and to provide information 
for validation of the numerical anlayses. The experimental results show that cracks in 
close proximity to each other interact to varying degrees depending on relative crack 
lengths, crack separation and plate width. A novel weight function method was developed 
in order to predict SIFs of two edge cracks under uniform tension. The crack interaction 
effect was established using the idea of non-uniform stress distributions along the 
potential crack plane due to the presence of an additional edge crack. Generally the novel 
weight function approach shows good results compared to finite element analysis.
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Finally, further work to explore the wide range of SIFs for multiple cracks using the 
weight function method is identified and proposed.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background
1.0 Introduction
The cause of structural failure can be due to negligence during design, construction or 
manufacturing. Poor workmanship, unsuitable materials and errors in stress analysis are 
examples that contribute to failure. Another cause of failure is due to application of a new 
design or material, which produces an undesirable result. This type of failure is more 
difficult to prevent. Introduction of new design or materials not only offer advantages but 
may also give potential problems. One of the most famous failures due to the introduction 
of a new design is the brittle fracture of the World War II Liberty ships. The Liberty ships 
were the first ships to have an all-welded hull. Even though they could be fabricated 
faster and cheaper than earlier riveted designs, the ships sustained serious fractures as a 
result of the design change. Now almost all steel ships are welded but sufficient 
knowledge was gained from the failures to avoid similar problems.
Traditional failure criteria cannot adequately explain many structural failures that occur at 
stress levels lower than the ultimate strength of the material. Examples of engineering 
structures that have this problem are offshore platforms, railway track, ships, aeroplanes 
and bridges. A fracture mechanics theory is therefore introduced as opposed to the use of 
the traditional fracture criteria. Fracture research began in the early 1920s by Griffith. He 
applied the first law of thermodynamics to formulate a fracture theory based on a simple 
energy balance. According to the theory, a flaw becomes unstable and thus fracture 
occurs when the strain energy change that results from an increment of crack growth is 
sufficient to overcome the surface energy of the material. The theory originally only 
applied to brittle materials and modification of the theory for application to more ductile 
materials only began in 1948.
Design by fracture mechanics requires knowledge of a critical crack size and a parameter 
which characterizes the tendency of a crack to grow. Such a parameter should be able to
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relate analysis results or laboratory test results to structural performance. Thus the 
response of a structure with cracks can be predicted from analysis or laboratory test data. 
This parameter is known as the stress intensity factor (SIF) and is determined in terms of 
crack size, structural geometry and loading conditions. On the other hand, the critical 
value of this parameter known as fracture toughness which is a property of the material is 
determined from laboratory tests. By equating this parameter to its critical value a 
relation between applied load, crack size and structure geometry can be obtained.
Fracture toughness can be defined as the ability of the material to resist fracture in the 
presence of cracks. It is similar to yield strength of material which measures the 
resistance of the material to yield.
Many engineering structures such as aircraft, boilers, pressure vessels and pipes contain 
multiple cracks. The study of multiple cracks has become increasingly important in the 
design of these structures. Structural failure usually happens as a result of interaction of 
these cracks. A crack can be enhanced or shielded due to crack interaction. More 
understanding of the interaction between cracks may provide engineers with die 
quantitative tools to asses multiple cracks problem. Current design codes apply certain 
rules and conditions for example characterising multiple cracks as a single larger crack 
and the fracture assessment is considered as a single crack. The characterisation of 
multiple cracks can be unrealistic and may lead to unreliable predictions of the service 
life of multiple cracked components. Only individual cracks can provide actual SIF 
values.
There is a strong need for an easy method that can be used to determine the SIFs of 
multiple cracks. It is important to isolate and consider a potential crack that can cause 
failure to components rather than characterising multiple cracks as a single larger crack in 
order to obtain true fracture analysis. Few researchers have studied multiple cracks 
especially in finite bodies. It is difficult to obtain an exact solution of multiple cracks in 
finite bodies by using analytical methods due to the complexity of the analysis. One of 
the methods to determine SIF that can be further developed for multiple cracks is the 
weight function method. The weight function is a unique property that represents the
19
influence of crack and component geometry independent of externally applied loading. It 
can be isolated, combined and composed to allow evaluation of SIFs for real engineering 
application. Currently the weight function method can only be applied to solve SIFs of a 
single crack. It is necessary to improve the versatilities of weight function method beyond 
a single crack as multiple cracks are also common flaws found in engineering 
applications.
1.1 Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
The study of fracture mechanics begins in early 1920 when Griffith [1.1] first proposed 
an energy-based theory of brittle fracture. The approach applies only for materials that 
obey Hooke’s law. Griffith’s theory for elastic materials was modified by Orowan [1.2] 
to accommodate plasticity effects that are encountered during metal fracture. Irwin [1.3] 
also adapted Griffith’s theory to metals by including the energy dissipated by local plastic 
flow. In 1956, Irwin [1.4] developed the energy release rate concept, making Griffith’s 
theory a more useful tool for engineering applications. Based on analysis of stresses and 
displacements ahead of a sharp crack by Westergaard [1.5], Irwin [1.6] showed that the 
stresses and displacements near the crack tip could be incorporated in a single parameter 
related to the energy release rate. This parameter, characterizing the stress field ahead of 
the crack tip, is the stress intensity factor (SIF). Since 1960, fracture mechanics theories 
have been developed to include various types of nonlinear material behaviour.
Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) describes the fracture behaviour of materials 
and components that respond elastically under loading. LEFM theories are used to define 
the stress distribution and magnitude near to a crack tip in terms of parameters such as 
load, crack geometry and material properties. The SIF is the most common fracture 
parameter that characterizes the stress field ahead of a crack. LEFM assumes that linear 
elastic theory can be applied to bodies containing cracks even though a singularity field 
exists at the crack tip. At this singularity field, a plastic zone will form near the crack tip, 
which is plastically deformed beyond the yield stress. However, LEFM remains valid on
20
the condition that the plastic zone is comparatively smaller than the crack length or the 
remaining ligament of uncracked material.
Fracture mechanics often plays a role in life prediction of components that are subject to 
time-dependent crack growth mechanisms such as fatigue or stress corrosion cracking. 
The rate of cracking can be correlated with fracture mechanics parameters such as the 
SIF. Consider a body that undergoes crack propagation with crack length a under 
constant amplitude stress with #  cycles. The fatigue crack growth rate in metals can be 
described by the following empirical relationship [1.7]:
where AK is the SIF range, and c and m are material constants. A typical plot of log 
da/dN versus log AK, a sigmoidal curve, is shown in Figure 1.1. The curve can be divided 
into three regions. Most of the current application of LEFM concepts to describe crack 
growth behaviour is associated with Region II where the slope of the log da/dn versus log 
AK curve is approximately linear.
da—  = c(AK) (i.i)
da/dN
log 1 h i
K« LogAK K*
Figure 1.1: Typical fatigue crack propagation behaviour in metals.
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From Eqn.(l. 1 )  the crack propagation life to failure, N f  can be integrated as:
Nf = (— -------da (1.2)
f ,*c(AK)”
where subscript i and/ refer to initial and final crack length respectively.
If the increase of crack tip stress field equals or exceeds resistance to crack extension, 
total fracture would occur at a critical SIF, Kfc. This Kic value, which is a measure of 
fracture toughness, is a material constant that is independent of the size and geometry of
the cracked body. By defining K as Yo0 a , where Y is a geometric factor, the critical
crack size aa can be expressed as:
(1-3)
Y o0 n
It is clear that the fracture mechanics design approach that uses time dependent crack 
growth and critical crack size for failure depends on the knowledge of SIF. Therefore, a 
comprehensive knowledge of the SIF concept is a prerequisite to a fracture design or 
control plan.
1.1.1 Energy Principle
According to the First Law of Thermodynamics, when a system goes from a non 
equilibrium state to equilibrium, there will be a net decrease in energy. Griffith [1.1] 
applied this idea to the formation of a crack. The Griffith fracture criterion stated that 
initial fracture in an ideally brittle material occurs when the elastic energy supplied at the 
crack tip during an incremental increase in crack length is equal to or greater than the 
elastic energy at the crack tip during crack growth.
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BFigure 1.2: A through-thickness crack in an infinitely wide plate subjected to a remote 
tensile stress.
Consider an infinite plate under plane stress with thickness, B subjected to a constant 
stress, CT, which contains a crack 2a long as shown in Figure 1.2. The Griffith energy 
balance for an incremental increase in the crack area, dA, under equilibrium conditions 
can be expressed as:
+ (..4)
dA dA dA
or
- " - 5 * .  (1.5)
d 4 dA
where U is the total energy, n  is the potential energy and Ws is the work required to 
create new surfaces. For the cracked plate shown in Figure 1.2, Griffith used the stress 
analysis of Inglis [ 1.8] to show that:
n  = n 0- ^  (1.6)
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where n o is the potential energy of an uncracked plate and B is the plate thickness. E is 
Young’s modulus. Since the formation of a crack requires the creation of two 
surfaces, Ws is given by:
Ws = 2(2aB)ys (1.7)
where ys is the surface energy of the material. By differentiating Eqn.(l .6) and (1.7) with 
respect to A gives:
dll na2a
and
(1.8) 
dA E
^  = 2ys (1.9)
dA
By substituting Eqn.(1.8) and (1.9) into Eqn.(1.5), the fracture stress, ofcan be expressed 
as:
2- ^  (1.10) 
ita
The equation of fracture stress is valid only for ideally brittle solids. Orowan [1.2] and 
Irwin [1.3] independently modified the Griffith expression to account for materials that 
are capable of plastic flow. The revised expression of fracture stress is given by:
~y7) ( i . i i )
l . l . l . l  Energy Release Rate
Irwin [1.4] proposed an energy approach in a form that is more convenient for solving 
engineering problems. Energy release rate, G is defined as the rate of change in potential 
energy with crack area for a linear elastic material. It can be expressed as:
The energy release rate for an infinite plate in plane stress with a crack length 2a is given 
by:
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(1.13)
where E is Young’s modulus, a  is the remotely applied stress and a is the half crack 
length. At fracture, G is equal to Gc where it is a measure of the fracture toughness of the 
material. It can be expressed as:
where of is the fracture stress and aa is the critical crack size. The energy release rate, G 
can be treated as the driving force for fracture while Gc is the material’s resistance to 
fracture.
1.1.2 Stress Intensity Factor
Assuming that the material is homogenous and isotropic, the closed form expressions for 
the stresses in the body can be derived for certain cracked configurations subjected to 
external forces. If we define a polar coordinate axis with the origin at the crack tip as 
shown in Figure 1.3, it can be shown that the stress field in any linear elastic cracked 
body is given by:
where o  ^ are the stresses acting on a material element at a distance r from the crack tip
and at an angle 6 from the crack plane and fij(6) are known trigonometric functions of 6 
depending on modes I, II or III. As r  approaches zero, the leading term approaches 
infinity but the other terms remain constant or approach zero. The stress near the crack tip
E
(1.14)
f^anjn) ^ +0ther terms (1.15)
varies with 1 / V r, regardless of the configuration of the cracked body. Eqn.( 1.15) 
describes a stress singularity, since stress is asymptotic to r equal to zero.
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Figure 1.3: Definition of the coordinate system and stress component ahead of crack 
tip.
Mode I Mode II Mode III
(opening inode) (shearing mode) (tearing mode)
Figure 1.4: The three modes of loading that can be applied to a crack.
There are three types of loading that a crack can experience. The three types are as shown 
in Figure 1.4 and can be categorized as follows:
1. Mode I (opening mode), where the principal load is applied normal to the crack 
plane tends to open the crack.
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2. Mode II (shearing mode), corresponds to in-plane shear loading and tends to slide 
crack faces against each other.
3. Mode III (tearing mode), refers to out-of-plane shear.
A cracked body can be loaded in any of these modes, or a combination of two or three 
modes. In the case of mixed modes, total stress is defined by adding individual 
contributions of each mode. However, most fractures occur under conditions of mode I 
loading. Singular stress field expression for x and y directions under mode I loading can 
be expressed [1.9] as:
(1.16)
(1.17)ki r°Ti • rev (seyi= —=L=cos — 11 + sin — pm —
”  V 2 ^  W  U /  U J .
( u 8 )
On the crack plane where 0 equals zero, the stresses in the x and y direction are equal. 
Thus:
( U 9 )
On this plane the shear stress is also zero. This means that the crack plane is a principal 
plane for pure Mode I loading. Eqn.(1.19) is only valid near the crack tip, where the
1/ Vr singularity dominates the stress field. The region where the stress field exhibits
the 1/Vr singularity is called the singularity dominated zone. Stresses away from the 
crack tip zone are governed by the remote boundary conditions and approach a constant 
value, a®.
Figure 1.5 shows a plot o fa ^ , the stress normal to the crack plane versus distance from
the crack tip. The SIF defines the amplitude of the crack tip singularity because the 
stresses near the crack tip increase in proportion to K. The SIF also defines the crack tip 
conditions because with the K value it is possible to solve for all components of stress, 
strain and displacement. This single parameter description of crack tip conditions turns
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out to be one o f the most important concepts in fracture mechanics. Detailed expressions 
for displacement at a crack tip as a function of r and 0 can be found in Ref. [1.9].
a
Singularity dominated zone  
Figure 1.5: Stress normal to the crack plane in Mode I when 0 = 0.
1.1.2.1 Geometry Correction Factor Y
In general, K is a function of the loading condition, crack size and shape, and other 
geometrical parameters. Eqn.(1.15) shows that K is linearly related to stress and 
characteristic crack dimension. Normally K is defined as:
where a 0 is the remotely applied stress, a is the crack length and Y is the geometric 
factor which is a dimensionless constant that depends on crack geometry and mode of 
loading. The geometry correction factor, Y usually referred to as non-dimensional SIF, is 
the most common form of representation for SIF solutions, as documented in a number 
of SIF handbooks [U0]-[1.13].
K = Y-<j0Vto ( 1.20)
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1.2 SIF Determination Method in LEFM
The stress intensity factor K is a very important parameter in fracture mechanics. For
structural components which contain cracks. Many numerical and analytical methods of 
obtaining K solutions have been developed since 1950s. Some examples are the weight 
function method, finite element method, boundary collocation method, boundary element 
method and body force method. A large number of SIF solutions have been published in 
the literature and compiled in several SIF handbooks [1.10]-[1.13]. However the 
published solutions for SIF are still inadequate in the literature especially for complex 
geometries and a combination of more than one crack. Most of the published solutions 
are for simple geometrical configurations and subjected to specific applied stress systems.
1.2.1 Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
FEA has great capability to analyze complicated engineering geometries whether in two- 
dimensions or three-dimensions. FEA also permits the use of elastic-plastic elements to 
include crack tip plasticity. A finite element (FE) model is a discrete representation of the 
continuous physical body under analysis. This discrete representation is created using 
nodes and elements. Nodes are connected together to form elements. The grid of 
connecting elements at common nodes comprises the mesh. When adjacent elements 
share nodes, the displacement field is continuous across the shared element boundary and 
loads can be transferred between the elements.
The stiffness finite element method [1.14] is usually applied to stress analysis. Local and 
global coordinates for a two-dimensional isoparametric element are shown in Figure 1.6. 
Local coordinates or parametric coordinates vary from -1 to +1 over the element area. 
Consider a point on the element at (£,q), the global coordinates of this point are given by
example, it is needed to calculate critical crack length and remaining strength or life for
D
(1.21)
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i= l
where n is the number of nodes in the element and Nj are the shape functions 
corresponding to the node i, whose coordinates are (xi, yj) in the global system and (£i,t|i) 
in the parametric system. The shape functions are polynomials that interpolate field 
quantities within the element. The degree of the polynomial depends on the number of 
nodes. An isoparametric four-sided, 8-node element shown in Figure 1.6 requires a 
quadratic interpolation.
(1 .1 )
1)
► X
Figure 1.6: Local and global coordinates for a two-dimensional isoparametric element. 
The displacements within an element are interpolated as follows:
» = £ Nifcn>». d-22)
i= l
v = X N ifeii)vi
i= l
where (u» v,) are nodal displacements in the x and y directions, respectively. The stress 
and strain distribution throughout the body can be inferred from nodal displacements and 
the stress-strain constitutive law. The displacements at the nodes depend on the element 
stiffness and the nodal forces. The elemental stiffness matrices are assembled to give the
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global stiffness matrix [K] that relates a generalised nodal force vector [F] and the vector 
of the global nodal displacements [u] as:
[K][u] = [F] (1.23)
FE models can only provide stresses, displacement, strains and strain energy. From these 
parameters, SIF can be obtained by few methods such as the energy domain integral 
method. Many commercial numerical analysis codes like ABAQUS [1.15] have 
incorporated fracture mechanics routines and implemented efficient numerical domain 
integral algorithms to enable rapid and accurate evaluation of J and K solutions.
1.2.1.1 Special Crack Tip Elements
The study of fracture mechanics normally needs to focus on the singularity point at the 
crack tip. At this point quantities such as stress become mathematically infinite but not 
physically infinite. For this reason a number of modifications have been made to include
special functions within an element which exhibit 1/Vr singularity in the strain 
variation. Henshell et al. [1.16] and Barsoum [1.17] have shown that the desired
1/4r  singularity in strain variation can be achieved by moving the mid-side node of an 8- 
node quadrilateral element to a quarter point position. Barsoum [1.18] further enhanced 
numerical accuracy by collapsing the quadrilateral element into a triangular element by 
coalescing nodes along one side to occupy the same geometric location at the crack tip as 
shown in Figure 1.7. This quarter point 6-node collapsed triangular element which 
exhibits the desired strain singularity has since been widely applied in standard FEM 
codes. In the case of three-dimensional problems one face of a brick element is collapsed 
into prism or wedge element.
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Figure 1.7: Generation of quadrilateral element to 6-node triangular element with mid­
side nodes at the quarter point position.
I.2.1.2 FEA Using ABAQUS
FE packages such as ABAQUS [1.15] have implemented a highly efficient domain 
integral method based on Parks [1.19] and Shih et al. [1.20] to enable rapid and accurate 
evaluation of J-integral and hence K values at the crack tip. J-integral in two-dimensions 
is defined as:
J = jim ]n -H -qdr (N/m) (1.24)
where T is a contour beginning on the bottom crack surface and ending on the top 
surface; q is a unit vector in the virtual crack extension direction; and n is die outward 
normal to T . H is given by:
H = W I-o -—  (1.25)
dx
where W is the elastic strain energy. Based on Shih et al. [1.20], Eqn.(1.24) was rewritten 
by ABAQUS [1.15] as:
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where q is a sufficiently smooth weighting function within the region enclosed by the 
closed contour C + C+ + Y + C_; m is the outward normal to the domain enclosed by the 
closed contour, as shown in Figure 1.8 ; m=-n on Y ; and t is the surface traction on the 
crack surfaces C+ and C_.
m
Figure 1.8: Closed contour C + C+ + T + C_ encloses a domain A that includes the crack- 
tip region as Y —>0 (Diagram from Ref. [1.15]).
Abaqus [1.15] converted closed contour integral (equation 1.26) into domain integral as:
h 3 +
dx
'  9u Se* ^f  o : —
dx 3x dr-I t —  qdT (N/m) (1.27)+0- dx
where A is the domain enclosed by the closed contour C + C+ + Y + C_, f  is the body
force per unit volume and 8th is the thermal strain. Symbol means scalar product of 
two matrices.
To evaluate these integrals, ABAQUS [1.15] defines the domain in terms of rings of 
elements surrounding the crack tip. Different contours (domains) are created. The first 
contour consists of those elements directly connected to crack-tip nodes. The next
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contour consists of the ring of elements that share nodes with the elements in the first 
contour as well as the elements in first contour. Each subsequent contour is defined by 
adding the next ring of elements that share nodes with the elements in the previous 
contour as shown in Figure 1.9.
O Contour 1 
■ Contour 2 
•  Contour 3
Figure 1.9: Contours are defined by ring of elements surrounding the crack tip.
The number of possible J-integral evaluations corresponds to the number of such rings o f 
elements defined in the FE model. J-integral estimates from different contours may vary 
due to numerical approximations. Strong variations in these J-integral estimations 
indicate a need for mesh refinement. As mentioned in ABAQUS [1.15] at least two 
contours are needed because the estimate from the first ring of elements closest to the 
crack tip does not provide a very accurate result. Stress intensity factor K is related to the 
energy release rate (the J-integral) through:
J = -L(k 2) (N/m) (1.28)
b
where, E'= E for plane stress
and E’=E /(l + v2) for plane strain.
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1.2.2 Weight Function
When analysis is performed to determine SIF for a cracked body, the K value that is 
calculated applies only to one set of boundary conditions that are used during the 
calculation. Different loading conditions produce different K values for the same 
geometry. However, Bueckner [1.21] and Rice [1.22] showed that the SIF solution 
subjected to one set of boundary conditions has sufficient information to obtain SIFs for 
any boundary conditions on the same geometry. Bueckner and Rice showed that the 
weight function m(a,x) is a unique geometrical property of a cracked body for any given 
geometry independent of stress system. Once the weight function m(a,x) is determined, it 
can be used for the same geometry under any loading.
The weight function concept is not limited to two-dimensional bodies, mode I loading or 
isotropic elastic materials. Bueckner [1.21] also considered mixed mode I and II and 
allowed anisotropy in elastic properties. Rice [1.22] extended the weight function to 
three-dimensional cracks and also modelled anisotropy in elastic properties.
1.2.2.1 SIF Weight Function
The SIF weight function m(a,x) is a function of geometry of the crack, component 
geometry and loading. The SIF of an isotropic elastic cracked body under mode I loading 
can be obtained by integrating the product of the stress distribution along the potential 
crack plane a(x) and the weight function m(a,x) along the crack length a with respect to 
distance x from the crack mouth as follows [1.22]:
a
K = Jcr(x)m(a, x)dx (MN/m3/2) (1.29)
o
Consider two arbitrary loading conditions on an isotropic elastic cracked body. Both 
loadings are symmetric with respect to the crack plane so that the cracked body 
experiences pure mode I loading for each loading condition. Rice [1.22] showed that SIF
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values for loading condition one, K(1) and loading condition two, K(2) are related as 
follows:
(1.30)
where H=E for plane stress and H=E/(l-v2) for plane strain; T* and F* are traction and 
body forces acting on the perimeter T and area A of the body respectively; Ui are the 
displacements in the x and y directions. Since both loading systems are arbitrary, it 
follows that K(2) cannot depend on K(1) and uj1}. Therefore, the function:
which is referred to as a weight function must be independent of the nature of any loading 
that provides the reference SIF, K, and reference crack opening displacement field
function of stress intensity at the crack tip, independent of externally impressed forces. 
The weight function method is a very versatile approach to determine stress intensity 
factors with remarkable computational efficiency without compromising accuracy. 
Accuracy in the weight function method depends on accurate determination of the weight 
function itself.
The significance of the weight function method was not widely appreciated due to the 
difficulty in defining COD, Ur(a,x) until it was proposed by Petroski and Achenbach
[1.23] when dealing with edge crack problems under mode I loading. The assumed COD 
is as below:
m(a,x) (1.31)
(COD), Ur(a,x).
The weight function identifies a geometric singularity in a cracked elastic domain as a
u(a,x)= a(a-x) + (1.32)
( 1.33)
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I, = f[K(a)]2da (1.35)
0
12 = Ja(xX a-x)2dx (1.36)
o
a 3
I3 = Jo(xXa-x)2dx (1.37)
o
SIF weight function results computed by applying this COD into the weight function 
agree well with those for edge cracks, radial cracks from circular holes and radially 
cracked rings. In addition, it was proven that the assumed COD expression could be used 
successfully to describe the SIF for a three-dimensional semi-elliptical surface crack
1.2.2.1.1 Multiple Reference State (MRS) Weight Function
The previous method to define weight function is by assuming a crack opening 
displacement (COD) field. The assumed COD needs to be differentiated before it can be 
substituted into the weight function equation. This requires computational effort and 
numerical differentiation of the assumed COD field and also may reduce the accuracy of 
SIF results. Ojdrovic and Petroski [1.28] proposed the use of COD derivative instead of 
the COD field. This reduces computational effort significantly and avoids inaccuracy 
caused by numerical differentiation. The COD derivative can be expressed as an 
arithmetic series:
[1.24]-[1.27].
. i
du(a,x) _ 4o( (1.38)
where C0 =—F,f —| =—— with the subscript 1 referring to the first reference load 
2 \ t )  2 a 0V7ta
case; Cj are the unknown coefficients: the number of terms is m+1; where m is the 
number of symmetrical loading systems, i.e. (Kj, K2, K3,..., Km; m>l).
For every known K j, Eqn.(1.29) and Eqn.(1.31) can be written as:
YH , . 3u(a,x)
da
dx=Ki(a)K,(a) (1.39)
where Ki(a) is the first reference stress intensity factor and subscript; is the rth load case. 
Substituting Eqn.(1.38) into Eqn.(1.39) gives:
\ j—
2V2o0 fci(x )2C j( l - -  dx=K,(a)K,(a)
0 j=0 V a /
(1.40)
Letting
W; dx (1.41)
gives
i=o
F,
r a 
vt (1.42)
Knowing Co, Eqn.(1.42) can be written as:
F , |-m  * I f
j=i *•
Ki( a ) , /y - W i0 (1.43)
Let the right side of Eqn.(l .43) equal to qi, then the unknown coefficients Cj can be 
solved by a system of m simultaneous linear equations with m unknowns.
For a problem where two reference cases are available,
fW11C,+W BC2- q l l
lW 21Cl +W22C2= q J
(1.44)
gives
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q  _  Q l^ 2 2  ^ 2 ^ 1 2
1 w11w22-w21w12 (1.45)
and
Q  — ^ 2 ^ 1 1  Q l^ 2 1
2 W11W22-W 21W,2 
Knowing the coefficients Cj, the weight function is determined as:
(1.46)
. i
(1.47)
This approach which is called the multiple reference state (MRS) weight function 
approach effectively eliminates differentiation and reduces the number of integrations as 
compared with other methods to obtain the weight function. Brennan [1.29] proved that 
the approach is less computationally involved to form the required weight function and 
more accurate than the traditional method which used an assumed COD. Errors in the SIF 
weight function solutions using this method come only from the reference SIF solutions, 
the associated stress fields and the integration procedures.
13  Structural Failures Due to Multiple Cracks
Structural failure due to multiple cracks can bee seen in engineering structures such as 
aging aircraft. In April 1988 [1.30], multiple cracks caused Aloha Airlines Boeing 737 
aircraft to lose part of its upper fuselage. The accident which happened at Hawaii is 
generally considered to be the event that began the US Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) focus on aging aircraft. In addition to ageing fuselages multiple cracks also can 
cause failure in other aircraft components. In May 2005, part of the landing gear of a 
Boeing 747 aircraft as shown in Figure 1.10 was found to be fractured during push back 
from its gate at Sydney International Airport for a scheduled passenger flight to Japan. A 
report [1.31] by the Australian Transport Safety Bureau concluded that the fatigue cracks 
had initiated from multiple origins to form a single large crack before fracture occurred.
A photo of the initiation location of the cracks is shown in Figure 1.11.
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Figure 1.10: A diagram from Ref. [1.31] showing the fracture location in the landing gear 
(trunnion) of a Boeing 747 aircraft.
Figure 1.11: A photo [1.31] showing two locations of cracks initiation labelled Cl and
C2.
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In July 1996 a McDonnell Douglas MD-88 aircraft, experienced an engine failure during 
the takeoff at Pensacola Regional Airport in Pensacola, Florida. The takeoff was aborted, 
and the airplane was stopped on the runway. The engine failure was due to the fracture of 
the compressor fan hub. The fatigue cracks of the compressor fan hub were found to have 
originated at the two locations of the edge of the ‘tie-rod’ hole [1.32] as shown in Figure 
1.12. Figure 1.13 shows a photo of the fractured fan hub.
Figure 1.12: A diagram [1.32] showing tie-rod holes of the engine fan hub.
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Figure 1.13: A photo [1.32] showing a fractured fan hub.
Multiple cracks also can cause fracture to rail tracks. In October 2000, a train travelling 
from London to Leeds derailed at Hatfield, Hertfordshire due to rail fractures. Based on 
the report by the Office of Rail Regulation (ORR) the fractured rail was due to the 
presence of multiple and pre-existing fatigue cracks in the rail [1.33]. The maintenance 
contractor failed to manage effectively the inspection and maintenance of the rail at the 
site of the accident. The fatigue cracks grew to a critical size and fracture occurred when 
the damaged rail could no longer support the applied fatigue load.
Fracture in pipes can also be due to multiple cracks. A fracture of an oil pipe in Alberta, 
Canada in January 2001 caused a release o f 3,800 cubic metres of crude oil. The failed 
joint pipe was sent to the laboratory for analysis. A report published by the 
Transportation Safety Board of Canada [1.34] concluded that multiple cracks had 
initiated on the outer pipe surface along the comer formed between the pipe body and the 
edge of the weld. Multiple cracks had coalesced to form one single crack and had 
continued to grow by fatigue until the pipe could no longer support the normal internal 
operating pressure of the pipeline. In July 2002, a pipe fracture in Minnesota, U.S. had
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caused a release of approximately 6,000 barrels of crude oil. Analysis [1.35] shows that 
the fracture surfaces of the fatigue crack contained multiple crack initiation sites at seam 
welds. The cracks were initiated during transport before installation. The failed 
component travelled approximately 1,000 miles by rail from manufacturing source to the 
site. After the pipe was installed, the fatigue crack grew with pressure cycle stresses until 
the crack reached a critical size and the fracture occurred.
1.4 Background Studies of Multiple Cracks
In general the number of studies of multiple cracks is few especially cracks in finite 
bodies. It is difficult to obtain an exact solution of multiple cracks by an analytical 
method. Normally numerical methods are used to obtain the SIF of multiple cracks. 
Studies of multiple cracks require understanding of the crack interaction effect. The crack 
interaction may increase or reduce the crack tip SIF depending on the crack separation, 
the applied stress and the crack geometry. Therefore, to obtain the true fracture analysis 
of multiple cracks an accurate analysis of their interaction is essential. Generally the 
approach used for multiple crack analysis is based on the approach used for a single 
crack.
Chen [1.36] proposed the Fredholm integral equation to solve the multiple crack 
problems in an infinite strip. The proposed approach can be stated as follows. In the 
situation that a pair of normal and tangential forces is applied at some point on the crack 
boundary, the solution is defined as the elementary solution of the multiple crack 
problems. The elementary solution is composed of two parts and satisfies the conditions 
(a) the first part corresponds to a pair of normal and tangential concentrated forces acting 
at a prescribed point on both edges of a single crack, and (b) the second part corresponds 
to a particular solution of the infinite strip without a crack. The second part of the 
elementary solution is obtained by the use of a numerical technique. Using the obtained 
elementary solution and the principle of superposition, the interaction effect between the 
cracks is evaluated and the Fredholm integral equation for the multiple crack problems in
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an infinite plate can be formulated. Chen [1.37] modified the elementary solution for use 
in a finite strip. The modification is to include the interaction effect between the interior 
cracks and the boundaries of the region.
Other researchers [1.38]-[1.41] used finite element approaches and from the FEA results, 
derived empirical SIF formulae. Chen and Chang [1.42] used a finite element alternating 
method in their analysis of two-dimensional mixed-mode fracture problems with multiple 
cracks under mixed boundary conditions. Their finite element alternating method 
involved iterative superposition of a finite element solution of an uncracked structure and 
analytical solution of an unbounded crack body subjected to arbitrary normal and shear 
loadings on crack surfaces. To satisfy the prescribed mixed boundary conditions, based 
on the analytical solution derived, the resultant residual nodal displacements and resultant 
residual equivalent nodal forces are repeatedly computed during the iterative solution 
process until the variation of stress intensity factors and resultant residual stresses on each 
crack converge to a small value. Tsang et al. [1.43] developed a fractal-like finite element 
method to evaluate SIFs of multiple cracks. Their method separated a cracked elastic 
body into a singular and regular region. The regular region was modelled using 
conventional finite elements but within the singular region, an extremely large number of 
layers of conventional finite elements were generated layer by layer in a self-similar 
manner to model the crack tip singular behaviour.
The boundary element technique was used by Chen [1.44] to compute SIFs of multiple 
cracks in a two-dimensional finite body and by Lo et al. [1.45] in a three-dimensional 
infinite body. The attraction [1.46] of the boundary element method can be largely 
attributed to the reduction in the dimensionality of the problem; for two-dimensional 
analysis only the line boundary of the domain needs to be discretized into elements and 
for three-dimensional problems only the surface of the domain needs to be discretized. 
Based on this advantage, Chen [1.44] derived a displacement integral equation for the 
outer boundary and the traction integral equation is established on only one of the crack 
surfaces of the finite cracked body. A virtual boundary is connected to one of the crack 
surfaces to construct a closed integral path. It is then employed for evaluating the
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hypersingular integral. The constant and quadratic isoparametric elements are taken to 
discretize the closed integral paths and outer boundary, respectively.
Another method to compute SIFs of multiple cracks is by using an experimental method. 
Soboyojo et al. [1.47] used an experimental method to investigate the interaction and 
coalescence of two equal sizes of coplanar semi-elliptical cracks in a plate under bending. 
Recently Cali et al. [1.48] used an experimental method to obtain SIFs for a combination 
of four cracks; three from holes and one from an edge in a plate under tension. An 
experimental method was also used by Jiang et al. [1.49] to study the behaviour of crack 
growth of two similar cracks sizes in a plate under tension. With fatigue crack growth 
data collected during fatigue testing and together with appropriate LEFM equations the 
SIFs of the crack can be computed. This method is not really simple especially for 
different cracks sizes. It is difficult to prepare a specimen with different crack sizes at a 
desired crack separation.
Most of the studies in finite bodies are restricted to simple multiple crack configurations 
and loading conditions. So far there are no studies of multiple cracks found in literature 
that use the weight function method. One of the advantages of the weight function 
approach is, once it is determined, it can be applied for the same geometry under any 
loading condition. It can be isolated, combined and composed to allow evaluation of SIFs 
for real engineering applications. Brennan and Teh [1.50] proved the versatility of the 
weight function approach by the developing composition weight function model that uses 
available weight functions from simple geometries in order to obtain SIFs of complex 
geometries in finite bodies. Their composition can be established because of the unique 
property of the weight function that represents the influence of the crack and component 
geometry independent of externally applied loading. Therefore it is important to further 
improve the versatility of the weight function method for use in multiple crack problems. 
It has great potential to solve multiple crack problems for more complex geometries 
especially in finite bodies.
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1.5 Conclusion and Scope of Thesis
This chapter introduced the fundamentals of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) 
and the difficulty in modelling multiple crack problems. This discussion will help to 
understand and appreciate the work in this thesis where the primary objective is to better 
model multiple cracks and to further expand the capability of the weight function method 
for use in multiple cracks. The SIF is the most important parameter in LEFM and its 
methods of determination were briefly discussed.
Currently the weight function method can only be applied for single crack problems. The 
work of Brennan and Teh [1.50] proved the versatility of the weight function approach 
that allows more complex geometries to be solved. So far no work to improve the weight 
function method for multiple crack problems has been published. The scope of the thesis 
is to study the crack interaction effect between two edge cracks under tension loading and 
to establish weight function approach in order to predict the SIFs of these two cracks.
Chapter 2 reports the technique and procedure in FE modelling. FE modelling was used 
to study the non-uniform stress distribution caused by the interaction effects between 
cracks. The FE model that was used to determine SIFs of two edge cracks in a strip under 
uniform tension is also discussed.
There is a shortage of studies of multiple cracks in the published literature including 
limited experimental work. This is not surprising considering the difficult nature of any 
experimentation involving multiple cracks. Chapter 3 describes the experimental work 
conducted in this PhD study to examine the interaction between cracks. A total of seven 
specimens which contain two edge cracks were fatigue tested under tension. Chapter 3 
also demonstrates the difficulties associated with preparing cracked specimens with two 
different crack lengths. The work illustrates the difficulties in carrying out such tests and 
also to assists in understanding the real crack growth mechanisms of multiple cracks.
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Chapter 4 addresses the modification made to the weight function method in order to 
predict the SIFs of two edge cracks in a strip under uniform tension. The crack 
interaction effect was established using the idea of non-uniform stress distributions along 
the potential crack plane due to the presence of an additional edge crack. Results using 
the modified weight function method were compared with FEA results to examine their 
validity.
Chapter 5 draws conclusions based on the research work and propose work in order to 
further explore the wide range of multiple cracks that can be modelled using the SIF 
weight function method.
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Chapter 2: Finite Element Modelling
2.0 Introduction
Finite element analysis (FEA) is widely used in fracture mechanics to solve problems of 
complex crack geometries since relatively few closed-form analytical solutions are 
available in the literature. FEA is one such numerical method that can be applied through 
the use of commercial software packages. Many commercial finite element software 
packages include fracture mechanics capabilities allowing the user to analyze the stress 
analysis of cracked bodies.
Two-dimensional FE models were constructed to calculate SIFs of two parallel edge 
cracks situated in a sheet under uniform tension. These were used for comparison with 
experimental results in Chapter 3 and weight function results in Chapter 4. FE models 
containing an edge crack of varying lengths were also constructed to study the non- 
uniform stress distributions along the potential neighbouring crack. This is to examine the 
relationship between the non-uniform stress distribution and the crack interaction effects. 
As discussed in Chapter 4 the results of this study will be used to establish a general form 
of interaction effect between two cracks.
The results of FEA SIFs were compared with available published solutions. The 
comparison demonstrates the versatility and accuracy of FEA to obtain SIFs of two edge 
cracks under uniform tension. More than one hundred FE models were constructed for 
SIF determination and study of non-uniform stress distribution.
2.1 Finite Element Modelling Techniques
The use of FEA to determine the SIF is briefly discussed in Chapter 1. The FE software 
package that was used for FEA in this thesis is the ABAQUS software [2.1] which
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comprises of a collection of engineering simulation programs based on the finite element 
method. A typical analysis of a finite element problem comprises the three stages of pre­
processing, simulation and post-processing. The pre-processing stage involves modelling 
of the physical problem to create an input file. This file contains all information such as 
that relating to definition of crack tip, nodal coordinates, elements, mesh, boundary 
conditions and applied load. During the simulation stage, the analysis module in 
ABAQUS software uses this input file to solve the numerical problem. The analysis 
module produces a number of output files ready for post processing. The post processing 
stage offers a graphical representation of the model and its solution such as results in the 
form of graphs, colour contour plots and deformed meshes.
There are two types of FE model constructed for the analysis. One was used to determine 
the SIF of two edge cracks under tension and another was used for the non-uniform stress 
distribution study. The two models are similar except the FE model constructed for SIF 
determination contain two edge cracks while the FE model used for the non-uniform 
stress distribution study contained only an edge crack in order to investigate the stress 
distributions ahead of a potential neighbouring crack. Only stress in the longitudinal 
direction was measured as the SIF solutions evaluated in this work are for crack opening 
mode (mode I). A full FE model was constructed to model a finite strip with length 10 
times longer than its width. To model uniform tension, nodes at the end of the strip were 
constrained and nodes at the opposite end were applied with a point load.
2.1.1 Mesh Generation Technique
The ABAQUS software provides a graphical tool to create, view or modify input files in 
the pre-processing stage. The nature of the thesis work involves numerous finite element 
models with a succession of crack geometries to obtain the SIF solutions. Therefore it is 
not really practical to repeatedly use this graphical tool for modelling numerous finite 
element models in order to obtain their SIF solutions. To avoid this repetition, the FE 
models were prepared using a mesh generating program coded in the Visual Fortran [2.2].
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The program produced FE models pre-processing information in a format compatible 
with an input file required at the simulation stage for solving the numerical problem.
The mesh generator programs for two cracks were modified from the work of Love [2.3] 
which was used to generate a mesh for a single crack in various geometries. Teh et al.
[2.4] employed same modelling technique to conduct extensive validation of SIFs for a 
single edge crack by comparison with published solutions. The mesh generator program 
only requires geometric parameters as inputs. FE models were partitioned into a number 
of quadrilateral areas for meshing. Two-dimensional isoparametric continuum elements 
were used throughout the mesh. The elements used were plane stress elements having 
eight nodes. They are termed bi-quadratic or second order elements and are denoted by 
CPS8 R. The elements surrounding the crack tip were formed from the same bi-quadratic 
elements used throughout the model but are collapsed into a triangular element.
As discussed in Chapter 1, ABAQUS employs a domain integral method to evaluate the 
J-integral by defining the domain in terms of rings of elements surrounding the crack tip. 
For each crack tip, a total of six rings of elements as shown in Figure 2.1 were used in the 
mesh generator program allowing six values of J-integral to be evaluated. Typically the 
innermost J-integral evaluation shows strong variation due to the domain or contour 
dependence. However, stability is achieved in subsequent J-integrals evaluated further 
from the crack tip. Most of the evaluations show similar values from the third to sixth J- 
integral which demonstrate that the use of six rings of elements is judged sufficient to 
obtain steady value of J-integral. The convergence study [2.3] shows that the number of 
elements surrounding the crack tip equal to 16 was found to yield the most accurate 
solutions. Figure 2.2 shows an example of an FE mesh containing two edge cracks 
generated using the mesh generator program.
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Figure 2.1: Six rings of elements used to evaluate the J-integral values.
Figure 2.2: FE meshes generated using a mesh generator program.
2.2 SIF Solutions for Two Edge C racks u n d er Tension
Results of SIFs obtained using FEA were compared with published results [2.5]and[2.6] 
to demonstrate the reliability of the FE modelling technique used in this thesis. The SIF 
of the FEA results were normalised in the form below:
a 0Vrca
where o 0 is the remotely applied stress.
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Jiang et al. [2.5] published SIF solutions for two similar edge cracks in a finite strip under 
uniform tension. Their normalised values for each of two parallel edge cracks on a sheet 
under tension are given as:
Y A „+A ,(a/T )'5 +A 2 (a/T ) 4
V l-(a/T ) 2
where
4 , =0.79+ 0.07(6/a ) + 0.04(6/a )2 -0.011 (b id?
Ax = 1.74 + 2.84(6 l a ) - 1.44( 6  / a)2 + 0.206(6 / a f  (2.3)
=6.02 + 2.19(6/fl)-3.26(6/fl)2 +0.828(6 /a)3
As reported [2.5] this approximate equation has maximum error of 3%. The notation used 
in the solutions is shown in Figure 2.3.
2 b
Figure 2.3: Notation used in Ref. [2.5].
There are no closed-form analytical solutions available in the literature for two edge 
cracks with unequal crack lengths in a finite strip under uniform tension. Jiang et al. [2.6] 
conducted FEA to calculate SIFs of two edge cracks with unequal lengths. The result of 
their FEA SIFs which are tabulated using different crack geometries were used as a 
comparison with FEA results obtained in this chapter.
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2.2.1 FE Model to Determine SIF of Two Edge Cracks under Tension
Two different mesh generator programs were used to construct FE models for cases of 
similar and dissimilar crack lengths. This is due to different partitions required for 
meshing near the crack tip for these two cases. The notations used for FE modelling are 
shown in Figure 2.4. The strip length used is 10 times longer than its width. This ensured 
that there was no strip length effect on local stress distribution near the crack tip area. A 
succession of models for equal and unequal edge cracks of varying crack lengths and 
separations were generated using the mesh generating program. To model uniform 
tension, nodes at the end of the strip were constrained and nodes at the opposite end were 
applied with a point load as shown in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.5 shows the applied loading and boundary constraints of an FE model. Figure
2.6 shows an example of deformed and undeformed FE model of two equal crack lengths 
while Figure 2.7 shows a similar case for two unequal crack lengths. Examples of colour 
contour plot of the y-component of stress for the case of equal and unequal crack lengths 
is shown in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 respectively.
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Figure 2.4: Notation used in FE modelling.
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Figure 2.5: FE model showing applied loading and boundary constraints for uniform 
tension.
Figure 2.6 (a): FE model of two similar cracks before deformation.
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Figure 2.6 (b): FE model of two similar cracks after deformation.
Figure 2.7 (a): FE model of two unequal crack lengths before deformation.
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Figure 2.7 (b): FE model of two unequal crack lengths after deformation
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Figure 2.8: Colour contour plot of the y-component of stress for two equal crack 
lengths under uniform tension (a/T=0.30 and d/T=0.30).
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Figure 2.9: Colour contour plot of the y-component of stress for two unequal crack 
lengths under uniform tension (a2/T=0.30, al/T=0.15 and d/T=0.30).
2.2.2 SIF Results of Two Edge Cracks
Comparison between FEA results and Ref. [2.5] for two similar edge cracks are shown in 
Figure 2.10. Each symbol represents one FE model constructed for SIF determination. 
Three values of a/T equal to 0.05, 0.25 and 0.45 were used for the analysis. FEA results 
show good correlation with the solution [2.5]. The maximum error for all three different 
values of a/T is 3% which is equal to the quoted maximum error of the published results
[2.5]. The three curves start with low values of SIF and increase to a constant value 
where at this point the two cracks show no interaction between each other. At this time 
the two cracks can be treated as two independent edge cracks. The results also show that 
shorter parallel cracks require larger normalised crack separation, b/a, than longer parallel 
cracks in order to eliminate the interaction between two cracks. However, overall SIFs for 
longer parallel cracks are higher than shorter parallel cracks.
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Figure 2.10: Comparison between FEA and Jiang et al. [2.5] for two similar edge 
cracks.
Results of SIFs for the case of two unequal crack lengths are shown in Figures 2.11(a)- 
(c). The figures show result of normalised SIF of crack 2, Y& using three al/T  values 
equal to 0.05, 0.30 and 0.45. Values of normalised crack separation, d/T used to obtain 
Ya2 are equal to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. Published [2.6] FEA values were plotted as solid lines to 
compare with FEA results obtained in this chapter. Solution [2.7] for a single edge crack 
under tension was also plotted for each graph to observe the interaction effect between 
two cracks.
Overall results show good correlation with the published values with most of the relative 
error is less than 2%. A few points have a large error when the crack separation is small 
(d/T equal to 0.2) and Ya2 is close to zero. However, these SIF values are not critical. The 
chance of these cracks growing is very small because their normalised SIF values are 
either very small or negative. Values are negative even though the strip was under
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tension. The small negative value is due to a small compressive force generated by the 
longer crack during crack mouth opening as shown in Figure 2.12. This will cause the 
tiny crack to experience a compressive force and thus be protected from growing. This 
shielding effect will diminish as crack separation is increased.
Figures 2.1 l(a)-(c) show that when the value of d/T is increased all Ya2 values approach 
the normalised SIF of a single edge crack. The values are also closer for a crack 2 that is 
longer than the neighbouring crack 1. When there is no interaction, the normalised SIF 
values will be the same as normalised SIFs of a single edge crack. For normalised crack 1 
length, al/T  equal to 0.05, most o f the values of Ya2 values are close to the normalised 
SIF values of a single edge crack. This shows that for a shorter neighbouring crack, very 
little crack separation is needed to eliminate the interaction effect of the cracks. The 
interaction effect will depend on the length of a neighbouring crack and separation 
between two cracks. A longer neighbouring crack will produce a stronger interaction 
effect while a shorter neighbouring crack will produce a less interaction effect. However 
with the interaction effect, all normalised SIFs for edge cracks under tension are smaller 
than single edge cracks under tension.
2.5
a2
FEA: airr= 0.05  
FEA: a1/T=0.30  
FEA: a1/T=0.45 
Ref.[2.6]: a1/T=0.05  
Ref.[2.6]: a1/T=0.30 
Ref.[2.6]: a1/T=0.45 
Ref.[2.7]: Single crack
*  1.5
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Normalised crack 2 length, a2/T
Figure 2.11 (a): Comparison between FEA and Jiang et al. [2.6] using d/T=0.2.
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Figure 2.11 (b)-(c): Comparison between FEA and Jiang et al. [2.6] using d/T=0.4 and 
d/T=0.6.
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Crack 1
Crack 2
Figure 2.12: Close-up view of the two unequal crack lengths with small crack
separation (d/T=0.2).
2.3 Stress D istribution along the Potential C rack  L ine
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the calculation of SIF using the weight function equation 
requires stress distribution profile at the potential crack plane. Under uniform applied 
stress, the stress distributions at the potential crack plane for a single edge crack will be 
uniform but not for the case of two edge cracks. The stress distributions at the potential 
crack plane will be non-uniform because o f the presence of another crack which causes 
geometric discontinuities.
The objective of the study of the stress distribution along the potential crack line is to 
examine whether there is any relation between non-uniform stress distributions and the
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interaction effect between cracks. For this reason, FE models containing a crack 1 of 
varying length were produced using the mesh generator program to examine their non- 
uniform stress distributions along the neighbouring crack plane 2 .
2.3.1 FE Model to Determine Stress Distribution
FE models generated for non-uniform stress distribution are similar to the FE model 
generated to evaluate SIFs of two edge cracks except it contains only one edge crack. 
Since the reading of y-component of stress can only be taken at nodal position, the area of 
interest was meshed with relatively high density in order to provide relatively higher 
options of locations for stress measurements. The notation used in this model is shown in 
Figure 2.13.
crack 
plane 2
Figure 2.13: Notation used for non-uniform stress distribution study.
A succession of models containing varying crack 1 lengths was generated using the mesh 
generator program. For each fixed value of crack 1, the y-component of stress, a(x) was 
measured along the potential crack 2 plane, x at crack separation d. Stress measurements 
were taken from x/T equal to 0.0 until approximately 0.50. The value of x/T was limited 
to half of the strip width as the SIFs are only evaluated within this limit. The values of 
o2(x) were normalised against the stress remote from the crack plane, Go. Using the same 
FE model, the measurements of o2 (x) were repeated at other d values. A total of nine FE 
models of varying crack 1 lengths were used for o2(x)/o0 measurements. A FE model
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with al/T  equal to 0.40 was used for the study is shown in Figure 2.14. Figure 2.15 
shows the colour contour plot of y-component of stress.
Figure 2.14: FE model used for the non-uniform stress distributions study.
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Figure 2.15: Colour contour plot of the y-component of stress for non-uniform stress 
distributions study (al/T=0.40).
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23.2 Results of the Stress Distribution
Results of o2 (x)/c0 are shown in Figures 2.16(a)-(i) using al/T equal to 0.05 up to 0.45.
Values of d/T depend on the nodal position chosen for the stress readings along the x/T 
values. Their values vary between 0.06 and 1.02. Stress distributions beyond d/T equal to
1.0 were found to be uniform for all al/T values.
Figures 2.16(a)-(i) shows that the variation of a2(x)/c0 and its stress gradient at smaller 
d/T values is relatively high. Both variation and stress gradients are reduced as the value 
of d/T increases. The values of o2(x)/o0 will approach 1.0 where at this point the stress
distribution becomes uniform. The distribution of <x2(x)/a0 is similar to die stress 
distribution of nominal stress which is used for a single edge crack. The value of d/T 
required for o2(x)/o0 to be uniform depends on the al/T value. A larger al/T value will
need a larger d/T value in order eliminate the variation of the distribution of o2(x)/a0.
The variation of o2(x)/a0 also depends on the value of al/T. As the value of al/T is 
increased, the variation of o2(x)/o0 is also increased. For example, by comparing 
between Figure 2.16(a) and Figure 2.16(b), for al/T equal to 0.05 the distribution of 
o2(x)/c0 varies approximately between 0.48 and 1.15 while for al/T equal to 0.10 it
varies approximately between -0.2 and 1.58. The largest variation occurs when al/T is 
equal to 0.45 as shown in Figure 2.16(i).
Results of stress distributions along the potential crack 2 plane shows that their variation 
is similar to characteristics of interaction effects as illustrated by die SIF results of two 
edge cracks in Section 2.2.2. The variation of o2(x)/o0 and the interaction effects depend
on crack 1 size and its separation. The variation of o2(x)/o0 could be used as an indicator 
of the interaction effect. A large variation of o2(x)/o0 indicates strong interaction effect 
between two cracks. Chapter 4 discusses more the approach used in order to relate this
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variation with the interaction effect. All results in Figure 2.16 were used to establish a 
general form of the interaction effect between two cracks.
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Figure 2.16 (a)-(b): Results of stress distributions along x/T with al/T  = 0.05 and 0.10.
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Figure 2.16 (c)-(d): Results of stress distributions along x/T with al/T  = 0.15 and 0.20.
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Figure 2.16 (e)-(f): Results of stress distributions along x/T with al/T  = 0.25 and 0.30.
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Figure 2.16 (g)-(h): Results of stress distributions along x/T with al/T  = 0.35 and 0.40.
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Figure 2.16 (i): Results of stress distributions along x/T with al/T  = 0.45.
2.4 Conclusions
The FE modelling technique used to obtain SIFs of two edge cracks in a strip under 
tension show good correlation with published results. The work in this chapter 
demonstrates the accuracy of FEA to obtain SIFs of two edge cracks in a finite strip 
under uniform tension. The error when the crack is much shorter than a neighbouring 
crack and at small crack separation shows no significant result because the SIF is either 
very small or negative.
Variation of stress distribution along the potential crack plane and the interaction effect 
on SIF depend on the neighbouring crack length. Longer neighbouring crack length 
produces stronger interaction or larger variation of stress distribution. A longer 
neighbouring crack needs larger crack separation in order to eliminate the interaction 
effect or stress distribution variation.
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Stress distribution studies shows that the interaction effect between two cracks is 
governed by the non-uniform stress distribution along the potential crack plane. A large 
variation indicates a strong interaction effect while less variation indicates less interaction 
effect between two cracks. This non-uniform stress distribution will be used in Chapter 4 
to establish the interaction effect into a general form.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Work of Multiple Edge Cracks
3.0 Introduction
SIFs obtained using FEA or numerical methods are fast and accurate but it is essential to 
be able to verify these against experimental or other evidence. The FEA technique relies 
on continuum theory. A continuum does not contain voids, micro cracks, grain 
boundaries, dislocations, atoms or any other microscopic features that control fracture 
behaviour in engineering materials. Unlike a mathematical model, an experiment will 
follow all laws of nature. Thus an experiment often gives important information that FEA 
overlooks.
A comprehensive literature search revealed very little published material on experimental 
tests carried out on multiple cracks with unequal crack length. This is likely to be due to 
the fact that preparation of a multiple cracked specimen is not a trivial task. It is 
important to consider the SIF ranges for all cracks and thus a suitable load range to 
ensure all cracks grow during the fatigue testing. To prepare more than one crack at a 
required length and crack separation is also extremely complicated in addition to the 
normal difficulties associated with monitoring and measuring fatigue cracks.
In this chapter, two edge cracks located on the same side of a rectangular plate were 
prepared for fatigue testing to study the interaction effect between two edge cracks under 
tension loading. A total of seven specimens with different geometries were conducted for 
the tests. To avoid any major modification to the specimens, two test machines were used 
separately for fatigue precracking and fatigue tensile testing. Specimens were precracked 
with one crack using three-point bending then the crack was pinned using welded straps 
in order to precrack another crack either at the weld toe or notch depending on the crack 
separation. Completed precracked specimens were machined to reduce their width in 
order to remove any surface damage before conducting fatigue testing. Crack lengths 
were measured using travelling microscopes which were fixed to a frame. The material
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used for the experiment was Mild Steel which has minimum yield strength of275MPa. 
Two end fittings used to hold the specimens during fatigue testing were machined from 
high strength steel. Besides conducting fatigue tensile testing, CT tests were also 
conducted to obtain material constants c and m of the Mild Steel. These results were used 
in the Paris Law equation to obtain the SIFs of the two edge cracks. Results of the SIFs 
obtained using experiment were compared with results obtained using FEA. In this thesis 
only the mode I SIF was considered.
3.1 Test Design
Material used for the fatigue tensile tests was Mild Steel, Grade S275JR [3.1] with 
minimum yield strength, (Jy equal to 275MPa. Material properties and chemical 
composition are shown in Table 3.1. The objective of the test was to obtain experimental 
SIF values of two edge cracks with different crack lengths in a plate under tension 
loading. Crack separations were also varied to see the interaction effect between two 
cracks. A total of seven specimens were completed for the tests with parameters as shown 
in Table 3.2. Notations used are as shown in Figure 3.1.
The tests were divided into two stages. The first stage was to precrack the specimens 
using three-point bending followed by fatigue testing. The dimensions of the specimens 
for precracking are shown in Figure 3.2. The dimensions of the specimen were based on 
calculation of SIF ranges and stresses calculations. Once precracking was completed the 
width of the specimen was reduced to the dimensions shown in Figure 3.3 for fatigue 
tensile testing. The reason of this reduction after precracking is to eliminate surface 
damage due to the notch which was introduced to initiate a crack. The crack geometries 
that are shown in Table 3.2 were measured after this width reduction. The test machine 
used for fatigue tensile testing was an Instron model 1251. An Instron model 1362 was 
used for fatigue precracking. Both machines have maximum loading capacity of lOOkN.
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It is also important to keep the two cracks in the region remote from the applied tensile 
load to ensure the nominal stress is uniformly distributed in the crack region, Jiang et al. 
[3.2] kept the ratio of crack depth to the distance from the crack to the loading pin, H 
greater than 3. This is shown in Figure 3.4. Based on a crack length of 45mm, the 
maximum crack separation allowed is 100mm. All cracks were grown within this region.
FEA was also conducted using ABAQUS [3.3] to observe the stress distributions within 
the crack region. A FE half model and a point load with 50kN was modelled as shown in 
Figure 3.5. The result o f the FEA in Figure 3.6 shows that the x-component of stress 
within the crack region is uniform. Figure 3.7 shows the same result but with a smaller 
scale of stress magnitude range. It shows that the x-component of stress varies at both 
edges but the variation is very small and negligible. The stress values are very close to 
62.5MPa which is equal to the nominal stress value.
Mechanical Properties
Yield 0.2% U.T.S.
(MPa) (MPa)
>275 410-560
Chemical composition o f  Mild Steel (%).
C Si Mn S N Cu
0.24 - 1.60 0.045 0.014 0.60
Table 3.1: Material properties and chemical composition of the Mild Steel, Grade S275JR 
[31].
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T e s t
S h o r t
c r a c k
len g th ,
a l
(m m )
L o n g
c r a c k
le n g th ,
a 2
(m m )
D is ta n c e
b e tw e e n
c r a c k s ,
d
(m m )
P la te
w id th ,
T
(m m )
a l / T a 2 /T d /T
1 19.61 31.90 31.7 80.45 0.24 0.40 0 .39
2 24.40 24.47 33.6 80.30 0.30 0.30 0.42
3 20.02 24.03 34.1 80.20 0.25 0.30 0.43
4 17.13 24.58 26.2 80.65 0.21 0.30 0.32
5 16.10 24.42 49.5 80.25 0 .20 0.30 0.62
6 16.12 24.02 64.7 80.50 0.20 0.30 0.80
7 16.13 24.11 81.5 80.08 0.20 0.30 1.02
Table 3.2: Parameters that are used for fatigue tests.
a2 > a1
Figure 3.1: Notation used for fatigue testing.
50.0 350.0 50.0
0 3 0 .0 00 3 0 .0 0 50.00
50.00
450
Figure 3.2: Dimensions o f the specimens for fatigue precracking (units in mm).
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Figure 3.3: Dimensions o f the specimens for fatigue testing (units in mm).
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Figure 3.4: Cracks grown within the crack region of 100 x 80 mm .
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YFigure 3.5: FE half model constructed to observe stress distributions at the crack region.
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Figure 3.6: FEA results show the x-component of stress distributions.
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Figure 3.7: Reduced stress magnitude scale shows a small variation in stress within the 
crack region.
3.1.1 Load and SIF Range for Fatigue Tensile Test
The applied load for fatigue testing needed to be carefully chosen. Too large a load will 
cause fast fracture on crack 2 (the longer crack) and too small a load will not grow crack 
1 (the shorter crack). The chosen load must be able to grow both cracks during the fatigue 
tensile testing. The threshold value of SIF range, AKth for Mild Steel taken from Ref.
[3.4] is 8.6MN/m3/2 and maximum SIF range, A K ^  taken from Ref. [3.5] is 70MN/m3/2. 
The load range required for testing was chosen from this SIF range.
The SIF range can be written as:
AK = A cY ^ita (3.1)
From Eqn.(3.1) and together with values of AKth and AKmax, minimum and maximum 
load range can be determined by:
AP = A AK/(Yi/ita) (3.2)
where A is cross section of the plate. The normalised SIF solution for an edge crack 
under tension, Y of Brown and Srawley [3.6] is used for this geometry. The solution is in 
the form:
Crack region
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Minimum and maximum load range was calculated for cracks 1 and 2. The two sets of 
minimum and maximum load ranges were then combined to get the required minimum 
and maximum load range that are possible to grow both cracks. The load ranges selected 
for minimum and maximum were checked for their equivalent value of SIF range to 
make sure the values were suitable for fatigue testing. Load range was selected for every 
test and its equivalent SIF for cracks 1 and 2 are tabulated in Table 3.3.
Test
Short crack, crack 1 Long crack, crack 2 Chosen
Load
Range,
AP
(kN)
Equivalent 
SIF (crack 2) 
range 
AK
(MN/m3ffi)
Equivalent 
SIF (crack 1) 
range
AK
(MN/mifl)
Min.Load 
Range, 
min AP
(kN)
Max. Load 
Range, 
max AP
(kN)
Min.Load 
Range, 
min AP
(kN)
Max.Load 
Range, 
max AP
(kN)
i 19 153 10 85 40 33 18.41
2 15 121 15 121 33 19 18.94
3 18 149 15 123 40 23 18.98
4 21 174 15 121 47 27 18.83
5 22 182 15 121 48 28 18.62
6 22 183 15 124 48 27 18.33
7 22 181 15 122 49 28 18.91
Table 3.3: Load range selected for every test and the equivalent SIF for short and long
cracks.
3.1.2 Fatigue Test Stress Calculations
It is important to check the stresses on the specimen before conducting an experiment to 
avoid damage to the specimen. The dimensions of the plate were selected based on the 
stress calculations. The stress was kept below yield strength of Mild Steel which equal to 
275MPa. The maximum tensile load that was used for the stress calculation is 50kN. The
stress calculations are as shown in Appendix A. All calculated stresses are below the 
yield strength of the plate. The highest stress is the stress on ligament width i.e. 176MPa.
3.13 Crack Length Measurement
A travelling microscope was used to measure the crack length on one side of a specimen. 
The magnification of the microscope used is x20 and the accuracy of the vernier scale of 
the travelling microscope is ±0.01mm. Two travelling microscopes were mounted to a 
frame to measure the two crack lengths on the specimen during fatigue testing. Only one 
travelling microscope was used for precracking because the crack was grown individually 
using three-point bending. The crack length measurement and its equivalent total cycles 
were recorded for approximately every 0.25mm of crack growth. At this point the 
specimen was kept under a mean value of sinusoidal cyclic load. A cross-hair engraved 
on the eyepiece of the scope was used to target the crack tip before reading the crack 
length on the vernier scale. Crack lengths on both sides were also measured using a ruler 
at approximately every 5mm of crack growth to record any dissimilarity in order to check 
any asymmetrical crack growth. The accuracy of the ruler used is ± 0.5mm.
3.1.4 End Fittings
The specimen was held by two end fittings together with two pins as shown in Figure 3.8. 
The test machine gripped both end fittings to apply a sinusoidal cyclic tensile load. The 
end fitting and the 30mm diameter pin were machined from high strength steel with a 
minimum yield strength of 700MPa. The dimensions of the end fitting are shown in 
Figure 3.9. The stresses on the end fittings are not critical as the total width and thickness 
are almost double those of the specimens.
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Figure 3.8: Two end fittings and the two pins that were used to hold the specimen during 
fatigue tensile testing.
3 5 .0 u
7 0 .0
3 5 .0
12.0
1 9 .0  19.0
T
10 5 .0
0 30 .1 53 0 .1 0
(1 9 0 .0 )
130 .0
R 6 .0
'
R 2 0 .0  R 20 .0
6 0 .0
10.0 -
Figure 3.9: Dimensions of the end fitting (all units in mm).
3.2 Fatigue Precracking
The most difficult part of the test programme was to precrack a specimen with two 
desired crack lengths and with a desired crack separation. Cyclic loading with three-point 
bending was used to grow cracks 1 and 2 in each specimen as shown in Figure 3.10 and 
Figure 3.11. A V-shape notch was cut as shown in Figure 3.12 with a 2mm depth to 
initiate a crack at the desired location during cyclic bending loading.
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After crack 1 (or the short crack) was grown to a required depth it was then pinned by 
using three welded straps as shown in Figure 3.13 to arrest its growth during further 
cyclic bending. One strap was welded on the top and two straps were welded at both sides 
of the specimen. The sizes of the straps used were 50 x 10 x 10mm and 30 x 10 x 5mm. It 
is much easier to stop a shorter crack than a longer crack as longer cracks have higher SIF 
values. The weld toe was then machined at a desired distance from the crack 1 to make 
sure crack 2 would grow with the correct crack separation. The technique to grow crack 2 
from a weld toe is only suitable for small crack separation. For a larger crack separation, 
approximately more than 40mm, the crack 2 was grown from a V-shape notch as shown 
in Figure 3.14. During cyclic bending the point load was positioned to ensure the 
maximum bending was acting at the desired weld toe or a notch. This avoided a crack 
growing at other locations and offered extra protection to die strapped crack. The strap 
was then machined away when crack 2  was completed.
A P/2 _ Y A P/2^  x -  168mm ^ ....  X ^
T
AP
] 2y = 100mm
Figure 3.10: Three-point bending used to precrack specimens with the required crack 
length.
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Figure 3.11: Photo of a specimen under cyclic bending loading.
2mm
PLATE
Figure 3.12: V-shape fine cut on an edge of the specimen to initiate a crack.
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weld
Crack 2 will 
\  grow  at weld  
\ toe
Strapped PLATE
Crack 1
Figure 3.13: Three mild steel straps welded to stop the first crack from growing before 
starting to grow a second crack at the weld toe.
weld
Crack 2 will 
grow  at notch Strapped  
Crack 1
Figure 3.14: For a crack separation more than 40mm the second crack was grown from a 
V-notch.
The load range, AP required for bending moment was calculated by using Eqn.(3.2) and 
equations below:
My = Aal (3.4)
and AP = M/x (3.5)
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where x is equal to 168mm, half of distance between two point load contact as shown in 
Figure 3.10; I is the second moment of area; and y is half of die plate width. In Eqn.(3.2) 
the threshold value of SIF range required to initiate a crack, AK is equal to 8 .6 MN/m3/2. 
The normalised SIF solution for an edge crack under bending, Y obtained from Ref. [3.7] 
is used:
The calculated minimum load range, AP required for cyclic bending loading is equal to 
18.5kN. The bending load was cycled using a sinusoidal wave between -lkN and -31kN 
with a load range of 30kN during precracking. Its mean value was 16kN. The maximum 
stress generated on the plate edge by this load setting was 170MPa which is below the 
yield strength of the Mild Steel. The total number of cycles taken to produce a 1mm crack 
from the machined notch was approximately 100,000 cycles. This load setting was only 
used to precrack the crack 1. The load range used for precracking the crack 2 was lower 
in order to reduce the bending effect on die crack 1 which was strapped to stop it from 
growing. The bending load was cycled between -lkN and -27kN with a load range of 
26kN. Using this load setting it is estimated that an average of 100,000 cycles were 
required to initiate a 0 .2 mm crack length from a notch tip or weld toe.
3.2.1 Fatigue Precracking Procedure
A precrack test set-up on an Instron 1362 100kN servo-hydraulic fatigue test machine is 
as shown in Figure 3.15. The testing was conducted at ambient temperature at a 
frequency of 1.5Hz. During precracking, readings of crack length, a and number of 
fatigue cycles, N  for each crack were recorded. A travelling microscope was mounted 
vertically to measure die crack length on one side of the specimen during the cyclic three- 
point bending loading. The crack length measurement and its equivalent number of cycles 
were recorded approximately every 0.25mm of crack growth. The readings were taken 
under a static mean value of cyclic load. Graphs of a versus N  were plotted and its crack 
growth rate, da/dN was determined from the gradient of the curve by using an
2
13.55 -  + 14.25 -
I t J  [ t )
(3.6)
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Incremental polynomial method which uses a third order polynomial and seven data 
points. Finally the value o f AK was determined using Eqn.(3.I).
• IIS m Jm tm  ■ Bmil m Mi
Figure 3,15: A precrack test set-up on an Instron 1362 lOOkN fatigue test machine,
3.2.2 Fatigue Precracking Results
Figure k 3 6 shows the total fatigue cycles taken to precrack the crack 1 for all test 
specimens. Crack 1 lengths shown. In the figure Include the notch depth of approximately 
2mm. The total number of fatigue cycles taken to precrack vary from approximately
160,000 to 660,000 cycles. This depends on the crack 1 Initiation length before taking the
reading, total precracked length, variation in notch qualities and test set up variation for 
each specimen. The total number of fatigue cycles does not including the fatigue cycles 
taken to initiate a crack. All test specimens were initiated between 2.2 and 3.5mm 
(including a notch depth o f 2.0mm) o f crack length before taking readings of their fatigue 
crack growth data.. Fatigue crack growth data for test specimen 2 was started after 5mm 
of crack initiation due to unexpected machine stoppage that prevented data being taken.
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Figure 3.17 shows the total number of fatigue cycles taken to precrack the crack 2. The 
total number of fatigue cycles varies from 150,000 to 580,000 cycles.
Figure 3.18 shows a plot of crack growth rate versus SIF range for all precrack tests of 
crack 1 and crack 2. The plot also includes crack propagation data obtained from ESDU 
81011 [3.5] which shows limits and mean of the crack propagation data for a group of 
low-strength alloy steels with yield strength between 250MPa and 350MPa. Most of the 
fatigue precrack data are within these limits. The data is scattered with a large range at 
the early crack growth but reduced after the SIF range of the crack tip reaches 
approximately 30MN/m3/2.
Figure 3.19 shows separate results for fatigue crack growth rate data of (a) crack 1 and 
(b) crack 2 for each precrack test. Fatigue crack growth rate data for crack 1 as shown in 
Figure 3.19(a) are good except for precrack test 2,4 and 5 which demonstrate slower 
crack growth rates at the early stage of crack growth. However, the crack growth rate is 
increased as the crack grows longer. This is probably due to the set up of these specimens 
during precracking using three-point bending. It is not an easy task to align a specimen 
with a thickness of 10mm and length of 450mm on three contact points for fatigue 
bending. During the cyclic loading, the specimen is not only bending in the specimen 
plane but also tend to bend slightly in the normal direction of the specimen plane. Other 
factors such as blunt notches and variation in material properties also cause deviation. 
Figure 3.19(b) shows the fatigue crack growth rate data during precracking crack 2. Most 
of the data are well scattered within the limits and in close proximity to the mean line. 
The crack growth rate data for precrack test 1 to 4 are higher than the mean line at early 
crack growth. Most probably this is due to the effect of die weld toe that was used for 
crack 2 initiation still affecting the crack growth rate at the early stage. All the crack 2s 
were grown from a weld toe except test specimen 5, 6  and 7 which show no similar effect 
during early crack growth.
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Figure 3.16: Number of fatigue cycles of crack 1 for every precrack test.
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Figure 3.17: Number of fatigue cycles of crack 2 for every precrack test.
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Figure 3.18: Fatigue crack growth rate data o f crack 1 and crack 2 for all precrack tests.
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Figure 3.19: Fatigue crack growth rate data of (a) crack 1 and (h) crack 2 during precrack 
test.
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3.2.2.1 Development of the Precracking Procedure
This is the first time multiple cracked specimens were attempted and for this reason the 
procedure to introduce a second crack, crack 2 had to be developed. This section reports 
details of the first specimen to be precracked. Initially the first crack, crack 1 was pinned 
using welded strap as shown in Figure 3.20. During the cyclic bending loading to grow 
this crack 2, the crack 1 or the strapped crack was found to be still growing. However this 
was growing at a much slower rate than before it was strapped. The crack growth rate 
was about 0.1mm every 5000 cycles. The load range was then reduced from 32kN to 
26kN to reduce the crack growth rate. The reduced value of load range was checked to 
make sure die SIF value at the weld toe was greater than the threshold SIF. It was 
important to ensure the new crack would grow at the weld toe. With this new value of 
load range, the strapped crack was growing at a rate of less than 0.05mm for 270,000 
cycles. The crack 2 appeared at the weld toe after about 275,000 cycles. At this time the 
strapped crack also showed a significant increase in crack growth rate. This was now 
growing at about 0.35mm in only 28,000 cycles. This rate is very high as compared with 
0.05mm for the preceding 270,000 cycles with the same load range setting.
The specimen was inspected and it was found that the weld strap had itself cracked as 
shown in Figure 3.21. The specimen was removed from the test machine and the crack at 
weld material was machined away as shown in Figure 3.22 and re-welded. Clearly it was 
essential to have additional straps to resist die fatigue loading. In addition to re-welding 
the removed section, the specimen was also welded with extra small plates at both sides 
of the specimen as shown in Figure 3.13. The figure also shows that the small plates at 
both sides were welded together with a small plate on the top to further support it from 
fatigue loading.
With these extra straps in place to hold the crack 1, the cyclic bending loading was 
continued to grow the crack 2 to the required crack length. The crack 2 was grown as 
shown in Figure 3.23. It grew in a curve before stabilising into a straight line. With this 
knowledge the data for next specimen was taken by locating the microscope at the
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potential straight line. With both cracks grown on a specimen, the welded material was 
removed and polished. The width of the precracked specimen was reduced to the 
dimensions shown in Figure 3.3 before fatigue testing. From this experience subsequent 
test specimens used this method to pin the crack 1 before precracking the crack 2.
w eld jA1 1k
i /f Y /
Strapped  /
grow  at w eld  
to e
PLATE
Figure 3.20: Strap welded to the top of the specimen.
Undesired crack
Figure 3.21: Photo shows the cracked welded strap.
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Figure 3.22: Undesired crack in welded material was removed for re-welding.
Crack 2
Crack 1 (strapped crack)
Figure 3.23: Photo shows the specimen with two cracks before removing the welded 
straps.
3.3 Compact Tension (CT) Test
CT tests were conducted to obtain actual material constant values of c and m for Mild 
Steel, Grade S275JR [3.1]. The published values o f c and m from ESDU 81011 [3.5] may 
vary even though the same material was used during the CT test. A total of three CT 
specimens were removed from the same batch of material that was used for fatigue
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testing to ensure the c and m values were representative. These were needed for SIF range 
calculation of multiple cracks which would use die Paris Law equation.
33.1 CT Test Procedure
Generally the CT tests were conducted according to BS ISO 12108:2002 [3.8]. A total of 
three CT specimens were extracted from a 170 x 120 x 70mm parent plate with 
dimensions shown in Figure 3.24. A set-up of a CT test on an Instron 1251 lOOkN servo- 
hydraulic fatigue test machine is shown in Figure 3.25. The CT specimen was loaded 
using two sets of pin and clevis assemblies which allow a three-dimensional movement to 
ensure die tension load is applied axially without any bending effect. A travelling 
microscope as mentioned in Section 3.1.3 was used to measure the crack length.
CT specimens were initially precracked to approximately 3.20mm before taking the 
reading of fatigue crack growth data. The CT specimen was cycled using load range of 
8 kN, between 0.6kN and 8 .6 kN throughout the tests. All three CT tests were conducted in 
ambient temperature at a frequency of 2.5Hz. The fatigue cycles and crack length were 
recorded approximately for every 0.25mm of crack extension. Total crack length was 
measured from the reference plane of the loading pin holes centreline as shown in Figure 
3.26. The final results were plotted as AK versus da/dN in a log scale. From this graph the 
value of c and m can be determined based on Y-axis intersection and gradient 
respectively.
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Dimensions:
W = 48 .4  mm 
H = 29.04 mm 
G = 60.5 mm 
D = 12.1 mm 
F = 13.31 mm 
n = 3.146 mm 
M = 9.68 mm 
Thickness. B = 17.3 mm
Figure 3.24: Dimensions o f CT specimen according to BS ISO 12108:2002 [3.8].
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Figure 3.25: A set-up of a CT test on an Instron 1251 100kN fatigue test machine.
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Figure 3.26: Effective crack length is measured from the reference plane.
3.3.2 CT Test Results
Figure 3.27 shows crack growth of the CT specimen during fatigue loading. After 
completing the CT tests, the fracture surfaces of CT specimens 1,2 and 3 were observed 
to examine the extent of through-thickness crack curvature. Since no visible crack 
contour was observed in the specimens, the crack curvature correction was not employed 
[3.8]. The fracture surfaces of three CT specimens 1,2 and 3 are shown in Figure 3.28. 
The fracture surfaces of the three CT specimens show no visible asymmetrical crack 
fronts which indicate that no asymmetrical crack growth occurred during the tests. This 
can be due to asymmetrical loading during the tests as a result of possible uneven contact 
between the loading pin and the CT specimen. This was avoided by adequately 
lubricating the pin-and-hole assembly prior to the starting the tests.
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CT specimen
Crack
Microscope
Figure 3.28 (a): Fracture surfaces of Test CT 1.
Figure 3.28 (b)-(c): Fracture surfaces of (b) Test CT 2 and (c) Test CT 3.
Figure 3.29 shows the fatigue crack growth data for test CT specimens 1, 2 and 3. Cracks 
grow from approximately 13mm to 33mm. Their life cycles to failure are between 
approximately 1.03 x 106to 1.73 x 106 cycles. Figure 3.30 shows fatigue crack growth 
rate, da/dN versus SIF range, AK plotted using a log scale for all CT tests. The values of 
da/dN were calculated from the gradient of the curve in Figure 3.29 by using an 
incremental polynomial method which uses a second order polynomial and five data
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points. They were calculated using a program coded in Visual Fortran [3.9]. The 
corresponding AK was calculated using the formula given in Ref. [3.8].
Figure 3.30 also shows the limits and mean of the crack propagation data for a group of 
low-strength alloy steels with yield strength between 250MPa and 350MPa obtained from 
ESDU 81011 [3.5]. It can be observed that the data points for all CT tests are well 
scattered within the limits and are close to the mean line. The fatigue crack growth rate 
data obtained from all three CT tests are consistent except for earlier crack growth for SIF 
range less than approximately 16.8MN/m3/2. This could be due to the crack growth at 
early stage being still influenced by the machined starter notch or precracking load 
history.
Figure 3.31 shows a combination of all test data within the valid SIF range as outlined in 
Ref. [3.8] for calculation of the material constants c and m values. The values were 
calculated by fitting a power series line to the combined data. Using the least square 
method, the material constant were calculated to be c = 3.72 and m = 4.97 x 10'13. These 
values were used in Paris Law equation to obtain the SIF ranges of the multiple cracks in 
Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.29: Fatigue crack growth data for all CT tests.
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3.4 Fatigue Tests
Fatigue tests were conducted on all precracked specimens to observe the interaction 
between the two cracks and to gather fatigue crack growth data. A total of seven test 
specimens with different crack geometries were completed. In order to grow both cracks, 
the load range required for fatigue loading was found to be higher than initially calculated 
as discussed in Section 3.1.1. The calculation of load was based on the SIF of an 
individual crack. The SIF required to grow two edge cracks should be higher with the 
presence of interaction effect. The new load ranges applied for fatigue tension loading are 
as shown in the Table 3.4.
With this new load range, the stresses on the specimens were recalculated using the 
maximum applied load of 61kN. Using an applied load of 61kN, the maximum applied
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stress at cross-sectional area in the crack region is approximately 76MPa which is within 
the linear elastic region. This is to ensure the validity of Linear Elastic Fracture 
Mechanics (LEFM) theory which assumes the plastic zone deformation near the crack tip 
is small.
Short crack, crack 1 Long crack, crack 2 Applied Equivalent Equivalent
Min. Load Max.Load Min.Load Max.Load Load SIF (crack 2) SIF (short
Test Range, Range, Range, Range, Range, range crack) range
min APS max APS min APl max APl AP akl AKs
(kN) (kN) (kN) (kN) (kN) (MN/m3fl) (MN/m3fl)
1 19 153 10 85 60 49.2 27.5
2 15 121 15 121 57 33.0 32.9
3 18 149 15 123 57 32.4 26.7
4 21 174 15 121 60 34.7 24.2
5 22 182 IS 121 60 34.7 23.1
6 22 183 15 124 57 32.2 21.9
7 22 181 15 122 60 34.7 23.4
Table 3.4: New fatigue tensile test load range.
3.4.1 Fatigue Tensile Test Procedure
A set up of a specimen on an Instron 1362 lOOkN servo-hydraulic fatigue test machine is 
as shown in Figure 3.32. The two pins that used to join the end fittings and specimen 
holes were adequately lubricated prior the test. The fatigue testing was conducted in 
ambient temperature with frequency of 2.5Hz. Two travelling microscopes were mounted 
horizontally on a frame to measure the two crack lengths. Only cracks on one side of the 
specimen were measured using travelling microscopes as discussed in Section 3.1.3.
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Figure 3.32: A set up of fatigue tensile test on an Instron 1362 lOOkN fatigue test 
machine.
Before the start of every test, the two crack lengths were measured using travelling 
microscopes to obtain actual crack geometries. The crack geometries were slightly 
different after machining following precracking. The test parameters as tabulated in Table 
3.2 in Section 3.1 were measured just before the fatigue testing began. During fatigue 
testing the readings of the two crack lengths and the number of fatigue cycles were 
recorded approximately every 0.25mm of crack extension. The readings were taken under 
a static mean value of cyclic load. The readings were recorded until the crack 2 length 
was equal to at least half of the plate width. Graphs of a versus A  were plotted and its 
crack growth rate, da/dN was determined from the gradient of the curve by using an 
incremental polynomial method described earlier.
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The values of da/dN and the material constants c and m obtained from CT tests were used 
in Paris Law equation to obtain the values of AK for each crack. The results cannot be 
plotted as da/dN versus AK similar to results obtained for precracking and CT test as the 
value of AK is calculated directly using the value of da/dN and material constants c and 
m. The value of AK for precracking and CT tests were using available normalised SIF, Y 
solutions. Since there are no Y solutions available for two edge cracks with differing 
length in a finite plate under tension, the results are plotted using the normalised form of 
SIF, calculated as:
Results of Y are compared with results obtained using FEA.
3.4.2 Fatigue Test Results
Figure 3.33 shows Test 6  specimen which contains two cracks during the fatigue loading. 
At the beginning of the test, when the specimen was cycled between minimum and 
maximum load using a sinusoidal wave, the crack mouth opening of both cracks can be 
visually observed. However the crack 2 shows relatively larger crack opening than crack
1. The crack 2 opening becomes dominant when it starts growing and no crack 1 mouth 
opening can be seen.
Figure 3.34 shows a typical crack as seen through a travelling microscope with the help 
of indirect lighting. As the crack 2 approaches half of the plate width, crack branches can 
be observed. This is due to the size of the deformed plastic zone. The crack branches 
become severe when the crack length exceeds the width of the plate. At this time the test 
was completed as the crack tip could not be recognised for crack length measurement. 
When the test specimen was stopped under mean cyclic load, the crack 2 mouth also can 
be seen wide open indicating that the deformed plastic zone is large. Figure 3.35(a)
(3.7)
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shows the completed Test 6 specimen with crack 2 length approximately equal to 42mm 
and Figure 3.35(b) shows the equivalent crack 2 as seen through a microscope.
Crack 2
Crack 1
Figure 3.33: Two edge cracks o f Test 6 specimen during fatigue testing.
Crack 2 tip
Figure 3.34: Typical crack tip as seen through a microscope during fatigue testing.
I l l
Figure 3.35: (a) A complete fatigue Test 6 specimen, and (b) crack 2 tip as seen through a
microscope (a2 ~ 42mm)
Figure 3.36 shows the results of fatigue crack growth data for (a) crack 1 and (b) crack 2 
under fatigue loading. The number of fatigue cycles required to complete the test varies 
depending on the crack geometries and other factors such as material variation and the 
test set up. Test 1 required less fatigue cycles because it was precracked with the longest 
crack 2. The ratio of crack 2 to plate width, a2/T was 0.40. Test 3 demonstrated the 
largest number of fatigue cycles taken during the fatigue tensile loading. The two cracks 
required more fatigue cycles at early crack growth possibly due to the strong interaction 
effects. It required a large number of fatigue cycles for a small crack growth. The crack 2 
started to grow as normal when the crack 1 arrested.
All cracks 1 grew less than 0.7mm except for test 2 and 7. Crack 1 for test 2 and 7 grew 
1.86mm and 0.99mm respectively. Crack 1 from test 2 grew slightly longer than other 
tests because the two edge cracks were precracked to almost similar length. As shown in 
Table 3.2 the two crack lengths are 24.40mm and 24.47mm. Crack 1 from test 7 was 
precracked with largest crack separation compared to other test specimens. It allows 
crack 1 to grow slightly longer than other tests because of the smaller interaction effect.
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Overall results show that the short crack will grow a small length compared to the longer 
crack which grows until fracture occurs. Even where two cracks were almost at the same 
length, the longer crack always dominated leaving the shorter crack to arrest. The short 
crack growth depended on die initial crack length and crack separation.
Figure 3.37 shows results of normalised SIF for crack 1, Yai for all fatigue tensile tests 
compared to Yai obtained using FEA. Experimental results show that the values of Yai 
obtained are low compared to the FEA results. The values of Yai also shows a large 
reduction as the crack 1 grows compared to FEA results which show negligible reduction. 
The value of Yai reduces to a small value until the crack arrests. The initial value of Yai 
depends on crack lengths and separation. Initial values of Yai for test 5 to 7 are higher 
than test 1,3 and 4 because of the larger separation. The initial value of Yai for test 2 is 
high because of the two cracks that are precracked approximately with die same length.
Figure 3.38 compares Y values of crack 1 and crack 2 together with their FEA results. 
Each graph from Figure 3.38 also shows the Y solution for an edge crack under tension 
from Ref. [3.6] to highlight die difference or interaction effect between two cracks. 
Similar to crack 1, crack 2 Y^ values obtained from the experiments are low compared to 
the FEA results. At the early test stages, the normalised SIF for crack 2 reduce to a low 
value before starting to increase eventually approaching Y of a single edge crack [3.6]. 
This trend that causes a U-shape can be observed for all fatigue tests. Values of Y^ 
obtained using FEA are similar to Y [3.6] for cases where there is little interaction 
between cracks. Results of the FEA also show that Y^ values are higher than Yai values 
throughout the crack propagation. Experiments show similar results except for test 7 
where during early crack growth, the value of Y„i is slightly higher than Y^. The 
experimental results also show the values of Y^ are scattered unevenly as the crack 2  
approaches half of the specimen width. This is because of the large plastic deformation 
zone at the crack tip. The disparities between experiment and FEA in some cases are 
possibly due to the shape of cracks that are not perfectly straight. The separation between 
cracks is also inconsistent with the curve shape.
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Figure 3.39 shows a combination of experimental values for all fatigue tests and a 
solid line that represent a single edge crack solution [3.6]. It can be seen that test 7 which 
contains the largest crack separation will start to have less interaction at a2/T 
approximately equal to 0.35. It is not really obvious for other tests to estimate their limit 
of interaction effects as the entire values o f Ya2 are lower than the solid line. By 
considering the entire values o f Ya2 for each test in relation to the solid line, it can be 
estimated that test 6 and 5 which have larger separation require less a2/T compared to test 
1 to 4 which have smaller crack separations.
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Figure 3.36 (a): Fatigue crack growth data for crack 1 under fatigue tensile loading 
testing.
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Figure 3.36 (b): Fatigue crack growth data for crack 2 under fatigue tensile loading 
testing.
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Figure 3.37 (a)-(b): Results of Yai obtained using experiment and FEA for Test 1 and 2.
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Figure 3.37 (c)-(g): Results of Yai obtained using experiment and FEA for Test 3-7.
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3.5 Discussion
The work in this chapter shows that a specimen with two edge cracks of differing length 
can be individually precracked. Welded straps which consist of three small plates can be 
used to pin a crack before precracking another crack. Precracking results as shown in 
Figure 3.18 look satisfactory even though some specimens produce large disparities 
compared to published fatigue crack growth data for steel with yield strength between 
250MPa and 350MPa [3.5]. One reason for these disparities is that precrack testing was 
not designed according to the published standard where it was carefully designed in order 
to obtain c and m values. Precracking using three-point bending is also not necessarily the 
same as under tension. The idea of using three-point bending was to control the location 
of maximum bending force. This was to provide maximum force at a potential crack 
initiation site either at a notch or a weld toe and also to give extra protection to welded
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strap. Using four-point bending would result in uniform stress distributions along the 
plate surface, but this could initiate cracks at other locations.
Precracking using bending fatigue loading for a thin specimen also has its own problems. 
The ratio of thickness to width of the specimen was 0.1. It is difficult to align a specimen 
with 10mm thickness and 100mm width. Any error in alignment would cause non- 
uniform fatigue loading which would in turn contribute to errors in fatigue crack growth 
data. The best method to precrack this type of specimen is to use fatigue tension loading. 
However the designed specimen would require a load beyond the capability of the fatigue 
test machine. Reducing the specimen size increases the error for a crack length reading as 
it is measured using a travelling microscope with accuracy ±0.01mm. Furthermore it 
could be difficult to use welded strap method to pin the crack 1 and to remove the 
damaged surface for a smaller specimen.
There are several possibilities for the U-shape during the early crack growth of Ya2 as 
observed for all fatigue tensile tests results. One of the possibilities could be due to the 
crack arrest of the crack 1. To examine this clearly, the plot of normalised SIF, Y versus 
fatigue cycles, N is compared between crack 2 and crack 1 for every test as shown in 
Figure 3.40. It should be noted that the total points that represent the number of fatigue 
cycles shown in Figure 3.40 are less than shown in Figure 3.36 because of the usage of an 
incremental polynomial method to calculate da/dN and hence Y values. The figure 
shows that during the early fatigue cycles, values of Y^ decrease similar to Yai values. 
While Yai values continue to decrease, Ya2 values start to increase with increasing 
number of cycles. Perhaps as the crack 1 arrests, the crack interaction between the two 
cracks becomes less causing the crack growth rate for crack 2  to start increase.
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Another possibility could be due to the curved precracked crack 2 shape. A perfect edge 
crack as shown in Figure 3.41, under uniform stress will grow purely under mode I. An 
oblique edge crack as shown in Figure 3.42 will grow under mixed mode I and II. Factors 
like non uniform stress field and microstructural inhomogeneities such as grain 
boundaries and interfaces can cause mixed mode crack growth [3.10]. Because of the 
mixed mode crack growth, the SIF mode I of an oblique edge crack is lower than an edge 
crack.
<7 <7
Figure 3.41: Theoretically an edge crack under uniform stress will grow purely under 
mode I.
<7 <7
Figure 3.42: Mixed mode crack growth of an oblique edge crack.
The initial crack 2 shapes before the start of the fatigue tensile tests were not really 
straight and were slightly deviated from the centre path line as shown in Figure 3.43 to 
form an oblique edge crack. This occurred during fatigue precracking under three-point 
bending. Ma et al.[3.11] predicted that an oblique edge crack under uniform stress will
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grow towards the centre path line to form a kinked crack. Ma et al . [3.11] shows that the 
mode I SIFs, Ki will be reduced as the crack angle increases as shown in Figure 3.44. 
Similar to an oblique crack, a kinked crack will grow under mixed mode I and mode II 
and thus reducing the Ki compared to a crack that grow purely under mode I. All seven 
specimens had oblique precracks estimated approximately 5 to 15 degrees before the start 
of every fatigue test.
*_ ............... V..... ..*— i \ —»
4-- ! \ —»•*-- jf _*
*— Centre _»
path —► i -*■
* - line I t
Figure 3.43: An oblique edge crack will move towards the centre path line under uniform 
stress to form a kinked crack.
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Figure 3.44: Normalised Ki of an oblique edge crack [3.11] with two different crack 
angles compared to an edge crack [3.6].
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Considering the seven specimens, the crack 2 shape can be divided into three stages as 
shown in Figure 3.45. The three stages are as follows:
1. Oblique, where the crack 2 grows at an angle from the normal edge crack. This 
occurred during the fatigue precracking using three-point bending.
2. Kinked, where the crack 2 deviates from oblique crack towards the centre path 
line.
3. Second kinked, when the crack 2 deviates again from the kinked crack to 
follow the centre path line in order to grow as a normal edge crack.
Perhaps the worst crack 2 shape is from Test specimen 4 as shown in Figure 3.46. The 
large deviation of the long oblique edge crack from the centre path line caused a large 
kinked length in order to return towards the centre path line.
-
\  1- Oblique
...w
—►
y^T-TGnked —►
I 3- Second
1 Kinked —►
*—
4—
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■■■*
Figure 3.45: Three stages of crack 2 shape.
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Figure 3.46: A photo of the two cracks from test specimen 4.
To correlate between Ya2 values and crack 2 shape, the results of Ya2 were mapped to the 
equivalent crack 2 path. Figures 3.47 (a)-(g) show the results of Ya2 together with their 
equivalent crack 2 path for every specimen. The crack 2 path shown in the figure begins 
from a2/T equal to 0.2. The first point o f Ya2 value is equivalent to the start of crack path 
under fatigue tensile testing or the start o f the kinked crack. The figure shows that every 
specimen has a small kink at the early fatigue cycles. The angle of the kinked crack is 
approximately between 5 and 30 degrees. During the fatigue tensile test the initial crack 2 
will grow towards the centre path line to form a kink before it forms another kink to 
continue growing as a normal edge crack. At the start of the kinked crack the Ya2 value is 
reduced before it starts to increase. The turning point where the Ya2 value starts to 
increase does not correspond to the start of the second kinked crack. Other factors could 
affect the location of the turning point possibly due to the boundary effect of the finite 
plate. Figure 3.48 illustrates the comparison of the SIF profile for an edge crack in a finite 
and semi-infinite body under uniform tension [3.6]. The SIF for a finite body will 
increase rapidly as it approaches the plate edge while the SIF for a semi-infinite body will 
be the same because of no boundary effect on the crack tip.
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Figure 3.47 (a)-(f): Mapping of Ya2 values to the equivalent crack 2 path.
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Figure 3.48: Comparison of SIF profile for an edge crack in a finite body and semi­
infinite body under uniform tension [3.6].
There are no stress intensity factor (SIF) solutions available for a kinked edge crack in a 
finite body found in the literature. Most of the solutions are for a kinked edge crack in a 
semi-infinite body [3.12] and a kinked central crack in an infinite body [3.10], [3.13] and 
[3.14]. Data for a kinked edge crack in a semi-infinite body in Ref. [3.12] was plotted as 
shown in Figure 3.49 with different kink angles, a . With limited angle available for the 
initial crack, angle 0 equal to 90 degree is chosen assuming that the initial crack is similar
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to a normal edge crack. It is clear that as a  increases the Y values will be reduced. Data 
available from Ref. [3.12] were also plotted using various normalised kink length c2/cl to 
observe the effect on K as the kinked crack grows. Three different values of a  are 
illustrated in Figures 3.50 (a)-(c). It can be seen that as the kinked crack grows longer its 
Y value will be reduced. The reduction is large for a large kinked crack angle. The 
maximum kinked crack angle during the fatigue test is 30°. Figure 3.50 (a) shows that for 
a kink angle of 30°, the normalised Ki will be reduced from a value close to 1.12 to 0.919. 
It will maintain this value as the kinked crack grows longer. It is expected that the SIF 
will start to increase if the crack grows in a finite body because of the boundary effect on 
the crack tip plasticity as shown in Figure 3.48. This could introduce the U-shape as 
observed for all fatigue tensile tests results.
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Figure 3.49: Normalised Ki profile with different kink angle, a  [3.12].
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It can be assumed that the experimental Ya2 values are lower than FEA because of their 
crack shape during fatigue precracking and fatigue tensile test. A combination of an 
oblique and a kinked crack effectively reduces the experimental Ya2 values. The U-shape 
of the experimental Y& values could be explained due to the start o f a kinked crack 
during the fatigue tensile test and the boundary effect o f a finite plate that forces the Y ^ 
value to increase. Since there is no Y solution available for a kinked edge crack in a finite 
plate, the experimental results for Y cannot be corrected and the assumptions can not be 
proved. The analysis of the U-shape is not simple as this could be affected by other 
factors such as the crack interaction effect. Since the main objective is to study crack 
interactions and not to study all these effects, further analysis on the U-shape would not 
be pursued.
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3.6 Conclusions
A fatigue precracking procedure to obtain two edge cracks with differing crack 
geometries was successfully developed using a three-point bending and weld strapping 
technique. Most of the fatigue precrack growth data for all seven specimens were shown 
to be well scattered within the limits of published results [3.5].
Seven specimens each containing two cracks were successfully fatigue tested with all 
cracks propagating. In every case the short crack grew relatively little depending on the 
initial crack length and crack separation whilst the longer crack continued to grow to final 
fracture. The fatigue tests results showed that wherever more than one crack existed, the 
longer crack always dominated causing the smaller cracks to arrest due to a stress 
'shielding effect’.
Experimental work on multiple cracks is difficult due to the fact that interacting cracks 
tend not to grow in a straight path and within this programme of work the necessity to 
precrack under bending. Both theory and experimental results show that cracks in close 
proximity to each other interact to varying degrees depending on relative crack lengths, 
crack separation and plate width.
Results of Ya2 show a U-shape in the crack depth-cycles graph during early crack growth. 
The most likely cause of this U-shape is thought to be due to the non linear crack 2 path 
during fatigue precracking and fatigue testing. The existence of a kinked crack during 
fatigue testing reduces the values of Ya2 while the boundary effect of a finite plate forces 
the Ya2 values to increase causing a U-shape. Numerical results for two edge cracks under 
tension appear conservative since most SIF values obtained experimentally were lower 
than the equivalent numerical models.
Reduction in Ya2 values at the start of the fatigue testing are not only due to the initial 
crack 2 shape but also due to an interaction effect between crack 1 and 2. This
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combination of influences reduces the Ya2 values significantly compared to numerical 
results.
The experimental results concluded that the SIFs of interacting cracks for real 
engineering applications are much lower than the FEA results or other numerical 
solutions that assume the two cracks are perfectly parallel. The experimental results 
suggest that the interaction of kinked or oblique edge cracks produce lower SIFs than the 
equivalent theoretical results.
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Chapter 4: Stress Intensity Factors for Multiple Cracks Using 
a Weight Function Method
4.0 Introduction
It is known that a powerful feature of a weight function approach is the ability to 
determine SIF solutions for an arbitrary applied stress. The weight function is a universal 
function of a cracked body for any given geometry. Weight function methods have been 
applied extensively to problems concerning a single crack. So far, no attempt has been 
made to use a weight function method to determine crack tip SIF of multiple cracks. In 
order to use the weight function method for multiple cracks, the interaction effect 
between cracks needs to be included. The crack interaction will enhance or shield die 
crack tip SIF depending on the crack separation, the applied stress and the crack 
geometry.
In this chapter the work is mainly to develop and to include this interaction effect into the 
weight function method. The non-uniform stress distributions due to the presence of an 
additional edge crack were used to establish the crack interaction in a general form. The 
work involved using a weight function for a single edge crack with non-uniform stress 
distribution caused by an additional crack. The stress distributions were obtained using 
FEA of a single edge crack in a finite strip. These were compared to SIFs obtained from 
FEA of a finite strip containing two edge cracks.
FEA analysis in this chapter will use two different types of models. As discussed in 
Chapter 2 one was used for non-uniform stress distribution studies and another used to 
solve the SIFs of two edge cracks. A full FE model was constructed to model a finite strip 
with length 10 times longer than its width. This ensured that there was no strip length 
effect on local stress distribution near the crack tip area. To model uniform tension, nodes 
at the end of the strip were constrained and nodes at the opposite end were applied with a
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point load. The FE models used for non-uniform stress distribution studies contained a 
single edge crack while those used for solving SIFs contained two edge cracks.
4.1 A Weight Function Method for the Calculation of SIFs for 
Interacting Cracks
One possible method for developing die interaction effect between two edge cracks is by 
comparing the SIF solutions for a single edge crack and an edge crack in the presence of 
an additional crack. If these two solutions were known, a modification to a single edge 
crack weight function could be attempted to formulate a weight function for an edge 
crack in the presence of an additional edge crack. The solution for a single edge crack
[4.1] in a finite strip under tension is available but the solution for two edge cracks in a 
finite strip is not available in published literature. Most of the solutions are for two cracks 
in semi-infinite and infinite bodies. There are solutions available for two cracks in a finite 
body but these either apply to edge cracks of the same length [4.2], central cracks of same 
length [4.3] and central coplanar cracks of same length [4.4]. SIF solutions for two cracks 
of differing lengths in finite bodies could be obtained using FEA. This however would 
require a considerable number of FE models to cover all different values of crack length 
and separation to compare with a single crack. Furthermore, if the interaction effect can 
be established using this comparison method, the way in which this effect is incorporated 
into the SIF weight function equation remains unclear.
Another method to develop the interaction effect of multiple cracks is by analysing the 
non-uniform stress distribution due to the presence of a single crack, along the crack 
plane of a potential second crack. The stress distribution used in conjunction with a 
weight function to calculate the SIF of the two edge cracks will be different to that used 
for a single edge crack. Under uniform applied stress, the stress distribution at the 
potential crack plane for a single edge crack will be uniform but for two edge cracks it 
will be non-uniform because of the crack interaction. Using this idea, the non-uniform 
stress distribution can be used as an interaction effect between cracks. Once established
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the stress distribution can be used directly with the SIF weight function equation as the 
equation requires stress distribution at the potential crack plane. It is much more efficient 
to use this method as it requires fewer FE models to be solved than would be needed to 
model two cracks. The stress values can be taken at any nodes of the FE model for 
different crack geometries.
From Chapter 1 the SIF weight function equation for a single crack can be written as 
follows:
a
K= Jor(x)m(a,x)dx (MN/m3/2) (4.1)
0
where m(a,x) is a weight function for an edge crack with length a and a(x) is stress 
distribution along the potential crack plane. In the absence of any geometric 
discontinuities the stress distribution in the potential crack plane is the same as the 
nominal stress distribution. For example Figure 4.1 (a) shows remotely applied uniform 
tension and therefore the stress distribution in the potential crack plane is also uniform. In 
order to calculate crack tip SIFs when two cracks are present the SIF weight function 
equation can be written as:
a l
Kal = jcl(x)m(al,x)dx (MN/m3/2) (4.2a)
o
and
a 2
= Ja2(x)m(a2,x)dx (MN/m3/2) (4.2b)
o
where weight function m(al,x) and m(a2 ,x) are both single edge crack weight functions 
similar to m(a,x) in Eqn.(4.1). However, stress distribution al(x) and o2(x) are not equal 
to nominal stress due to the geometric discontinuity arising from the presence of the other 
crack. These non-uniform stress distributions are used to include the interaction effect in 
solutions for K®i and Ka2, the SIF of crack 1 and 2 respectively. The modification made is 
summarised in Figure 4.1 .
Figure 4.2 shows an example of an FEA result used to determine o2(x). It shows a 
contour plot of the y-component of stress in a plate with an edge crack under uniform
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tension. The plane in which o2 (x) is required will depend on the location of the potential 
crack plane 2. The interaction effects exist as long as the potential crack plane 2 passes 
through the non-uniform stress region. If the potential crack plane 2 is completely in the 
region of uniform stress, o2 (x) will be equal to nominal stress, a o and there will be no 
interaction effect between cracks. In this situation each crack can be treated as an 
individual edge crack. Therefore by analysing the non-uniform stress distribution profile 
the crack interaction can be established and hence the SIFs of both cracks can be 
predicted.
From Figure 4.1 (b) the only unknown information required to calculate the SIF of crack 
2 is c2(x) in the potential crack plane 2 in the presence of crack 1. The FE models as 
discussed in previous chapters were used to determine stress distributions in die potential 
crack plane 2  with differing crack 1 lengths and crack separations.
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(a )  Single Edge C racks
a
<t(x) ^  uniform
Two Edge Cracks
m(a1,x)
1 (x) ^  non uniform
m(a2,x)
<t2(x) non uniform
Figure 4.1: (a) SIF weight function equation used for a single edge crack, (b)
Modifications made to predict SIF weight function of two edge cracks.
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crack 1 Uniform
Stress
Non-uniform
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3 ,  S l l
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+ 9 .333e-02 
+ 5 .7 5 0 e - 02 
+ 2 . 167e-02 
- 1 - 417e-02 
- 5 . 000e-02  
-9 .4 4 8 e + 0 0
Figure 4.2: Stress distribution contour for a plate under uniform tension which contains 
crack 1.
In order to improve accuracy, m(a2,x) was calculated using a Multiple Reference State 
(MRS) approach as discussed in Chapter 1. Normalised SIF, Y solutions for a plate under 
uniform tension and pure bending from Ref. [4.1] were used as reference cases in MRS 
formulation. The two solutions are in the form:
Y ,= 1 .1 2 -0 .2 3 1 ^ + 1 0 .5 5 ^ J  - 2 1 .7 2 ^ j  + 3 0 .3 9 ^ ]
Y, =1.12-0.231
(4.3)
(4.4)
where subscript 1 and 2 refer to uniform tension and pure bending respectively. The 
associated crack plane stress distributions for their reference cases are:
( T i ( x ) = c t 0 (4.5)
2 x^ \ (4.6)a 2(x )= o 0 1-
From Chapter 1, for two references cases the two coefficients that need to be solved are:
(4.7)
C i = qiW22- q2w12
WnWj, _ W2IW12
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c  q,W „-q,W 2,
2 WnW^ -W 21W12
(4.8)
where
. i
(4.9)
and
(4.10)
where i=l,2 and j= 1 ,2 . The coefficients for Ci and C2 were solved using programming 
code [4.5]. Knowing these two coefficients, the weight function is determined as:
Using this weight function, the SIF for crack 2 under remotely applied uniform tension is 
calculated using Eqn.(4.2b). It can be written as:
in which o2(x) is the non-uniform stress distribution in a potential crack plane 2. As 
stated previously the stress distribution a2 (x) is non-uniform due to the presence of crack 
1. The SIF, Ka2 therefore incorporates the crack interaction effect.
The edge crack weight function coefficients Ci and C2 given by Eqn.(4.7) and Eqn.(4.8), 
and new SIF solutions K„2 given by Eqn.(4.12) were evaluated using a program coded in 
Visual Fortran [4.5]. Integrations in Eqn.(4.9) were solved using the intrinsic integration 
function that is available in the programming software [4.5]. The same intrinsic 
integration function was also used to calculate Eqn.(4.12) to generate the final Ka2 values.
. 1
(4.11)
. 1
K, = J°2(x)(2V i)-^ -X d  1 (4.12)
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4.1.1 Verification of the Weight Function Method
Before establishing the interaction effect in parametric form for a wide range of 
geometric data, initial work was completed to assess the methodology of the modified 
SIF weight function method. The work used FE models containing a fixed length of crack 
1 with three different crack separations to obtain stress distributions along the potential 
crack plane 2. These stress distributions were curve fitted and were used to calculate the 
SIFs of crack 2, using Eqn.(4.12). The geometric parameters of crack separation, d,
distance along the potential crack plane 2 , x and crack 1 length, al were normalised to 
strip width, T. The stress distribution along the potential crack plane 2, o2(x) were 
normalised against the nominal stress, o0. Notations used are as shown in Figure 4.3.
SIFs for crack 2 were compared to FEA results. The FE models used to obtain FEA 
results used a finite strip containing two edge cracks allowing Ka2 to be evaluated 
directly.
crack 
plane 2
Figure 4.3: Notation used to determine stress distribution profile.
4.1.1.1 Calculation and Curve Fitting of Stress Distributions
An FE model with al/T equal to 0.2 was used for this initial study. The y-component of 
stress was measured along x/T at d/T values equal to 0.2,0.31 and 0.51. Stress 
measurements were taken from x/T equal to 0 until approximately 0.50. The value of x/T 
was limited to half of the strip width and therefore the weight function SIFs are only valid 
within this region. Details of the FE model used were as discussed in Chapter 2.
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The stress values obtained were normalised against the stress remote from the crack 
plane, <j 0 . The results of normalised stress distribution, o2(x)/c0 at three different 
locations are as shown in Figure 4.4. The distribution ofa2(x)/a0 shows considerable 
variation and high stress gradients at d/T equal to 0.20. Both variation and gradients are 
reduced as the value of d/T increases. If the value of d/T is increased beyond this range 
the distribution a2(x)/o0 will tend towards 1.0 indicating a reduction of the interaction 
effect between cracks.
i.o
t l 4CM |4fb
c  1.2 o
3 1.0 £
S 0.8
3 0-6 (0
*  0.4CO
I  0 2 | 0.0 
I  0.0
a1/T=0.20
A *
JO
or X
x
X d/T=0.20
----- curve fit: d/T=0.20
o d/T=0.31
----- curve fit: d/T=0.31
A d/T=0.51
curve fit: d/T=0.51
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Normalised potential crack plane 2 length, x/T
Figure 4.4: Results of normalised stress distribution a2(x)/o0 at d/T = 0.20, 0.31 and 0.51 
together with their curve fit line.
The plotted points for three different d/T values were curved fitted using CurveExpert 
software [4.6]. Equations that were found to closely approximate finite element data at 
the three locations were as follows:
c2(x) 0.05932+4.224(x/T)
a 0 l-3.302(x/T) + 10.10(x/T):
; d/T=0.20 (4.13)
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o2QQ= 0.4S01+1.985(x/T) ^
ct0  1-2.014(x/T)+4.978(x/T)
^ = _ 0.808g-0:5714(xn1 _  ^
c 0  1-1.803(x/T)+1.507(x/T)
Using these stress distributions and Eqn.(4.12) in the weight function program the SIFs of 
crack 2 were calculated. SIF solutions presented in this thesis were normalised in the 
form below:
Y* = d t e  (4 1 6 )
where o 0 is the remotely applied stress.
4.1.1.2 Comparison of Weight Function and FEA SIFs
Figure 4.5 shows results obtained using the normalised SIF weight function i.e.
Eqn.(4.16) compared to results obtained using FEA. Also presented in Figure 4.5 are the 
SIF solutions for a single crack subject to remote tension provided by Brown and Srawley
[4.1]. Results from both FEA and weight function methods show that the SIF is reduced 
when in the presence of an additional crack. The reduction is most significant for 
situations in which the cracks are close together and crack 2 is short. At large separation 
and for long cracks the results converge on the single crack solution. These general 
observations would have been expected due to the shielding effect of the additional crack.
Overall results obtained from the weight function approach are encouraging as they 
display the general trend expected and compare well to the FEA results. The correlation 
between weight function and FEA results are generally good except for results for small 
crack separation, d/T=0.20. At this separation error between weight function and FEA 
results are largest and occur when the two cracks are of the same length. A maximum 
relative error of 9.6% was measured when crack length a2 was the same as crack length 
al at a2/T equal to 0.2.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of Normalised SIF weight function obtained using the weight 
function with FEA results for al/T=0.20 with d/T = 0.20, 0.31 and 0.51.
Figure 4.6 shows the FEA and weight function results in addition to results published by 
Jiang et al. [4.2] who investigated two edge cracks of equal length in a finite strip under 
remotely applied uniform tension. They used FEA to formulate an equation for their SIF 
results which are shown below:
Y =_ A 0 + A 1(a2/T )15 + A 2(a2/T)4 
V l-(a2/T )2
A 0 =0.79 + 0.07
A, =1.74+0.07
A 2 =6.02 + 2.19
2(a2)
d
2(a2),
1 ^ 2 ).
+0 .041-
U (a2 )J
- 0.01
- l . <
-3 .26
2(a2)
+0.206
/
\ 2
2(a2)J
+0.828
2(a2)
d ^
2(a2)>
(4.17)
(4.18)
a1/T=0.20
S in g le  e d g e  crack  [4 .1 ] 
W eig h t Function: d /T = 0 .5 1  
W eig h t Function: d /T = 0 .3 1  
W eig h t Function: d /T = 0 .2 0  
FEA: d /T = 0 .5 1  
FEA: d /T = 0 .3 1  
FEA: d /T = 0 .2 0
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These equations have a quoted accuracy of 3% with respect to their FEA results. A 
comparison between Eqn.(4.17) and the results obtained in this study show that there is 
close correlation between finite element results. The error measured between the Jiang et 
al. [4.2] equation and FEA results from this study is 1.66% for a crack separation equal to 
0.20, which is within the Jiang et al. [4.2] quoted accuracy. The weight function results 
are unconservative with respect to the FEA results, indicating that the weight function 
method may contain limitations.
3>■
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o
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o
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1.2
1.1
1
0.9
ai/T=0.20
x Jiang et al [4.2]: d/T=0.51
□ FEA: d/T=0.51 
Weight Function: d/T=0.51
x Jiang et al [4.2]: d/T=0.31
□ FEA: d/T=0.31 
Weight Function: d/T=0.31
x Jiang et al [4.2]: d/T=0.20
□ FEA: d/T=0.20 
Weight Function: d/T=0.20
—j----------------------------------)
0.3 0.4
Normalised crack 2 length, a2/T
Figure 4.6: Comparison between FEA and weight function results, and solution of two 
edge cracks o f equal length [4.2] for al/T=0.20 with d/T=0.20, 0.31 and 
0.51.
The limitations are expected to be greatest when cracks are close together. As crack 
separation is increased the performance of the weight function method is improved with 
respect to finite element data. At d/T equal to 0.31 the maximum relative error is reduced 
to 4.7%. The result for d/T equal to 0.51 shows a very good correlation with the FEA 
result. The maximum error is estimated at a negligible 0.8%.
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The result shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 demonstrate how the weight function 
method can be used to predict the SIFs of two edge cracks with good accuracy apart from 
cracks that are very close together. This initial study proves the validity of the proposed 
weight function method for problems containing interacting cracks. The study shows how 
new SIF solutions for multiple cracks problems can be predicted using weight functions 
and stress distributions only. This approach requires less work to implement than 
repeated finite element modelling of multiple cracks.
This initial study has shown that accuracy of the weight function solutions is degraded for 
some situations. In order to asses where and to help establish why limitations occur 
further investigation of a wider range of multiple crack geometries was performed. 
Further work was undertaken to find stress distributions for geometries containing 
various crack sizes and separations. The following sections describe this multivariate 
study.
4.1.2 Multivariate Study
A multivariate study was conducted to establish the influence of the interaction effect 
between cracks on crack SIFs. This interaction effect was modelled by the non-uniform 
normalised stress distribution obtained using FEA similar to that described in Section
4.1.1 together with an edge crack weight function. A multivariate study requires a general 
equation for the stress distribution which is a function of non-dimensional parameters 
al/T, d/T and x/T. Use of this general equation approximating g 2(x )/o 0 can be applied to 
calculate SIFs of the two cracks using Eqn.(4.2) or Eqn.(4.16) for arbitrary crack lengths 
and separation.
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4.1.2.1 Method of M ultivariate Study
The first step of multivariate study was to calculate o2(x)/a0 at a number of positions in
the potential crack plane 2 described by x/T with various al/T  and d/T values using FEA. 
Stress measurements were taken at x/T values between 0 and approximately 0.5 
depending on the nodal position of the FE model used. Details of geometric parameters 
investigated are as shown in Table 4.1. A total o f nine FE models with different al/T  
values were used. For each model, measurements of o2(x)/o0 were taken for several d/T
values. Values o f d/T investigated are dependent upon the FE model used. Their values 
were limited to a maximum of 1.0 beyond which stress distributions were found to be 
uniform.
a l / T d /T
0.05 0.09 0.13 0.21 0.32 0.40 0.52 0.60 0.72 0.80 0.90 1.00
0.10 0.06 0.10 0.14 0.18 0.22 0.29 0.41 0.49 0.61 0.69 0.84 0.92 1.00
0 .15 0.07 0.11 0.14 0.22 0.30 0.42 0.50 0.61 0.69 0.81 0.93 1.00
0 .20 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.31 0.39 0.51 0.58 0.70 0.82 0.89 1.01
0.25 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.23 0.31 0.39 0.51 0.62 0.70 0.82 0.89 l.OlJ
0.30 0.08 0.11 0.15 0.19 0.23 0.30 0.42 0.50 0.58 0.69 0.81 0.89 1.01
0 3 5 0.09 0.13 0.17 0.20 0.28 0.40 0.51 0.59 0.71 0.82 0.90 1.02
0.40 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.23 0.31 0.43 0.51 0.62 0.70 0.82 0.89 1.01
0.45 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.23 0.31 0.39 0.51 0.62 0.70 0.82 0.89 1.01
Table 4.1: Parameters used to obtain a2(x)/a0.
Detailed results of normalised stress distributions o2(x)/o0 for all al/T  and d/T values
are shown in Figures 2.16 (a)-(i) in Chapter 2. For each graph, CurveExpert software
[4.6] was employed to formulate a suitable general equation that can approximate the
results of o2(x)/o0 for every d/T value. The recommended regression model is as given
below:
g2(x) _ a+b(jdT) ^  ^
o 0 l+c(x/T)+*/(x/T)2
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where a, b, c and d  are coefficients that are dependent upon d/T. Eqn.(4.19) was found to 
be the most suitable regression model for stress distributions obtained for alternative al/T 
values. Some distributions were more difficult to curve fit, especially for those of low d/T 
values. An R-squared value (R2) is a statistical measure of how well the regression line 
approximates the real data points. Most regression analysis produced a curve fit with an 
R-squared value of more than 0.999 indicating a near perfect correlation. The minimum 
R-squared value recorded was 0.980. Knowledge of the coefficients of Eqn.(4.19) allows 
a continuous description of the stress distributions.
The next step was to obtain o2 (x)/o0 as a function of d/T. The previous four coefficients
from Eqn.(4.19) obtained for every al/T with various d/T were plotted as a function of 
d/T as shown in Figure 4.7. For each coefficient the CurveExpert software [4.6] was used 
to find a common regression model to represent all al/T values. The only regression 
model that can be used for curve fit is 6 th degree polynomial as:
Coeff.{a,b,c,d) -A + B x+ C x2 + Dx3 + Ex4 + Fx5 +Gx6 (4.20)
where AJB,C,D,E,F, and G are the coefficients that represent every al/T value. The 
minimum R-squared value was 0.990. Other regression models produced relatively low 
values of R-squared.
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Figure 4.7 (a)-(c): Results o f coefficient a, 6 and c from Eqn.(4.19) plotted as a function 
of d/T with various al/T  values.
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Figure 4.7 (d): Results of coefficient d  from Eqn. (4.19) plotted as a function of d/T with 
various al/T  values.
The next step was to obtain o2(x)/o0 as a function of al/T. Every coefficient i.e. 
coefficient A-G from Eqn.(4.20) was plotted as a function o f al/T  as shown in Figure 4.8. 
To illustrate the relationship between Figure 4.7 and 4.8 results o f coefficients a in Figure
4.7 (a) were curve fitted using a 6th degree polynomial and the resulting coefficients of 
this curve fit were plotted in Figure 4.8 (a). Again CurveExpert software was used to find 
a common regression model that can curve fit every coefficient. The most suitable 
regression model was similar to Eqn.(4.20) which uses a 6th degree polynomial. The 
minimum value of R-squared was 0.980.
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Figure 4.8 (a): A plot of coefficients A-G as a function of al/T  derived from coefficient a.
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Figure 4.8 (b)-(d): A plot o f coefficients A-G as a function of al/T  derived from 
coefficient b, c and d.
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The final equation describing normalised stress distributions in terms of all geometric 
parameters can be expressed as shown below:
where detail coefficients of a,b,c and d are shown in Appendix B. The equation is only 
valid for x/T < 0.50, al/T < 0.50 and 0.10 < d/T < 1.0. This can be treated as a general 
form of the interaction effect between cracks. The final set of equations is numerous due 
to the usage of 6 th degree polynomials as a regression model during the curve fitting of 
the coefficients. Appendix B tabulates coefficients a, b, c and d for use in Eqn.(4.21) with 
different values of d/T and al/T.
4.2 Validation of the Modified Weight Function Method
The modified weight function method used Eqn.(4.16) and o2 (x)/a0 from Eqn.(4.21) to
calculate normalised SIFs of crack 2, Y^. Three values of al/T equal to 0.125,0.25 and 
0.375 were investigated. For each crack length al/T a number of d/T values were 
investigated to show the full range of interaction from a low d/T value where strong 
interaction occurs to a relatively high value where a weak interaction occurs. The 
minimum d/T value possible, is governed by the limit of validity of Eqn.(4.21) at 0.10. 
Table 4.2 shows details of the geometric parameters for which Ya2 was calculated. 
Coefficients for Eqn.(4.21) were taken from Appendix A. Since there is no published 
solution for two unequal edge cracks in a finite body under uniform tension available, 
results of the modified weight function method were compared with FEA results. The 
FEA results were obtained using similar FE models to those discussed in the previous 
chapter.
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al/T d/T
0.125 0.10 0.28 0.45
0.25 0.10 0.30 0.50 0.75
0.375 0.15 0.45 0.85
Table 4.2: Detailed parameter used to obtain Y&.
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Figure 4.9 (a)-(b): Normalised SIF of crack 2 with different crack separation d/T and with 
al/T  = 0.125 and 0.25.
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Figure 4.9 (c): Normalised SIF of crack 2 with different crack separation d/T and with 
al/T  = 0.375.
Figures 4.9(a)-(c) show comparison of Ya2 values obtained by the weight function 
method and FEA for different values of al/T  and d/T. Overall results using the weight 
function method show good agreement with FEA results especially for large crack 
separation. For a very small crack separation or roughly d/T less than 0.30 similar trends 
as in Section 4.1.1.2 can be observed. At very small crack separation the errors are largest 
when the two cracks are o f approximately the same length. Most of the values at very 
small crack separation underestimate the FEA values.
When compared to FEA results, the maximum error of the weight function results for 
al/T  equal to 0.125, 0.25 and 0.375 were calculated to be 10.6%, 20.4% and 11.3% 
respectively. These maximum errors occurred at the smallest crack separation 
investigated for each crack length al/T. It is likely that the maximum error for al/T  equal 
to 0.375 would be larger than 11.3% had the smallest d/T been used instead of 0.15. 
Figures 4.9(a)-(b) show that the maximum error is also dependent upon crack 1 size. The 
error increases as a l/T  increases. Based on results shown in Figure 4.9, the maximum
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relative errors can be estimated and grouped as shown in the Table 4.3. The weight 
function results show a very good correlation with FEA results for d/T value more than 
0.50 with maximum error less than 1%.
Group of d/T 0.1< d/T <0.3 0.3< d/T < 0.5 >0.50
Maximum relative error <21 % < 5 % < 1 %
Table 4.3: Estimated maximum relative error of the weight function results for different 
d/T values.
Normalised SIF values, Y for a single edge crack [4.1] are also plotted for each graph in 
Figure 4.9 as a comparison with Ya2 values. Values of Y ^ are similar to Y for cases 
where there is little interaction between cracks. These correspond to situations where the 
potential crack plane stress distributions g 2 ( x )/<j 0 are more uniform and approximately
equal to 1.0. For cases where there is no interaction between cracks both FEA and weight 
function results would be equal to the single crack results. For situations where an 
interaction between cracks exists, the results would be expected to be lower than the 
single crack solution due to a shielding effect. As crack 2 increases in length the shielding 
due to crack 1 is reduced, thereby reducing the interaction, and the SIF solution would be 
expected to converge upon the single crack solution. However Figure 4.9(a) shows that 
for d/T equal to 0.10 and a2/T values greater than approximately 0.25, Y ^ solutions 
obtained using the weight function approach are slightly greater than Y for a single edge 
crack. Figure 4.9(b) shows Ya2 solutions obtained using the weight function approach for 
d/T equal to 0.10 and 0.75 diverge slightly from the single edge crack solution as a2/T 
increases beyond 0.41.
Despite some discrepancy between weight function and FEA results, it can be observed 
that general results of weight function method predictions are very good. It demonstrates 
that, the methodology that uses non-uniform stress distribution of the potential crack
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plane in conjunction with a weight function is a valid method for the calculation of SIFs 
for interacting cracks.
4.3 Discussion
This chapter has sought to develop a methodology to allow determination of SIFs for 
interacting cracks. Few published solutions exist relevant to this situation. A 
methodology utilising an edge crack weight function and a complex potential crack plane 
stress distribution due to the presence of additional cracks was suggested as a possible 
tool for the analysis of problems of this type. The work contained in this chapter has 
firstly validated the general approach by application to two edge cracks in a finite strip 
under remote tension. Subsequently a multivariate study was undertaken to assess more 
rigorously the performance of the methodology for a variety of geometric parameters. 
This was achieved by the development of a general equation for stress distributions in the 
vicinity of a crack. This general equation allows the calculation of SIFs for arbitrary 
crack lengths and separation when used in conjunction with a single edge crack weight 
function. Calculation of SIFs using this novel approach provides engineers with a 
methodology that is more readily implemented than successive FE modelling of multiple 
cracks. FE modelling of two cracks was carried out in this study to develop SIFs against 
which the performance of the weight function method could be assessed. Comparisons of 
results achieved by these two methods were presented for a wide range of crack sizes and 
separations.
Comparisons between FE and weight function results showed, in all cases a high degree 
of correlation. The general trends expected and observed in the FE results were present in 
the weight function results. For some cases especially in situations where cracks are close 
together die interaction effect has a considerable influence on SIFs with respect to single 
edge crack solutions. This is primarily due to a shielding effect that prevents the full 
remote stress being applied to each crack. Resulting SIFs are therefore reduced with 
respect to single edge crack which are exposed to the full remote stress.
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The weight function methodology has been shown to be capable of modelling the 
shielding effect over the range of geometric parameters investigated and has provided SIF 
solutions that compare well to the FEA results. With reference to Figures 4.9(a)-(c) it can 
be seen that absolute errors between weight function and FEA results are generally small 
compared to the large influence of the shielding effect indicated by the difference 
between single and multiple crack solutions. Errors between weight function and FEA 
results as described in the preceding section and were noted to be greatest for geometries 
in which crack separation is small and where cracks are approximately of equal length.
There are several possible reasons for the disparity between FEA results and weight 
function predictions for very low values of d/T and roughly equal crack lengths. 
Generally FEA results are not exact due to numerical processes involve in calculation of 
SIFs for the two cracks. Errors in FEA results are largely dependent on the density of the 
mesh used for the analysis. However the errors due to mesh density are suspected to be 
very small since a close correlation between results obtained from models used in this 
study and results achieved by Jiang et al. [4.7] was described in Chapter 2. Furthermore, 
FE modelling practises used in this study are consistent with those employed by Teh et 
al. [4.8] who conducted extensive validation of SIFs for a single edge crack by 
comparison with published solutions.
Another possible source of error in the weight function solution is due to errors 
introduced during die curve fitting of the stress distributions. The value of R-squared 
obtained to curve fit the stress distribution for smaller d/T values are lower than those 
obtained for larger values. This means that the curve fitted expression have less 
correlation with FEA data points as the d/T value is reduced. Table 4.4 summarises 
values of R-squared obtained for each d/T value. The R-squared values approach unity 
for d/T values greater than 0.31 but for d/T values less than 0.31, die R-squared value is 
reduced. Additionally, since the curve fitting process was conducted by considering each 
geometric parameter individually, overall prediction of stress is degraded as the number 
of dependent geometric parameters is increased. Although R-squared values for each 
individual curve fitting process were generally close to unity, when resulting equations
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are compounded errors present are increased. Errors present in the stress distribution will 
directly influence the quality o f SIFs obtained when integrated with the weight function 
over the crack length.
d/T R-squared (R2)
0.08 0.98995
0.12 0.99695
0.16 0.99868
0.2 0.99926
0.23 0.99965
0.31 0.99999
0.39 0.99999
0.51 0.99999
0.62 0.99999
0.7
0.82
0.89
1.01
0.99999
0.99999
0.99999
0.99999
Table 4.4: R-squared values obtained during curve fitting o2(x)/a0 for al/T  = 0.25 with 
various d/T values.
Assuming that the stress distribution is accurate, errors could be introduced due to the 
influence of high stress gradients used in the SIF weight function calculation. Weight 
functions are generally calculated as an approximation to the exact weight function. Even 
though the accuracy o f weight function calculation has been improved by using an MRS 
approach the accuracy is still dependent upon the number and quality of reference 
solutions. If the reference solutions are exact, weight function accuracy is improved with 
increasing number o f references solutions. In most cases use of two reference solutions, 
typically tension and bending as used in this study, is judged satisfactory for usage with 
smoothly varying stress distributions. It is known however that usage of this weight 
function with more variable stress distribution containing high stress gradients can 
introduce errors into calculated SIF values.
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In this study high stress gradients occur where cracks are approximately of the same 
length. This could possibly explain why the maximum error can be observed to occur 
approximately for cracks of the same length. Consider Figures 2.16 (a)-(i) in Chapter 2 
which show stress distributions for different al/T  and d/T values. The figures indicate the 
strong dependence of stress gradient on d/T. The gradient of o2(x)/a0 is high for smaller 
d/T values which are the situations where maximum errors in weight function SIF 
solutions have been observed. The magnitude of stress gradient will be increased for 
larger al/T  values because the range of o2(x)/a0 is larger compared to smaller al/T.
Figure 4.10 shows the increased stress gradients obtained for higher al/T  values. Errors 
in weight function SIF predictions in Figures 4.9(a)-(c) are increased with increasing 
al/T. Therefore geometries for which weight function solutions display highest errors 
correspond to those having highest stress gradients.
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Figure 4.10: Stress gradient comparison for d/T=0.12 with al/T = 0.10, 0.25 and 0.45.
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As discussed in Section 4.1 the weight function equation (Eqn.4.2) is formulated using a 
weight function for a single edge crack used in conjunction with a non-uniform stress 
distribution in order to calculate SIFs for two edge cracks. The weight function is 
uniquely a property of crack and component geometry. A single edge crack weight 
function does not incorporate the geometric influence of an additional crack. This 
additional geometric influence will affect the SIFs of two edge cracks for situations 
where the crack separation is small. When the crack separation is large the crack 
geometry is governed by an individual edge crack weight function but at small crack 
separations the crack geometry is governed by a combination of two edge cracks. Since 
the weight function is formulated using a single edge crack weight function errors could 
be introduced at small crack separations. However, at small separations die single edge 
crack weight function is thought to provide a good approximation for cases where crack 2  
is much shorter or much longer than crack 1. Figures 4.11(a) and (b) shows these two 
cases where crack 2  is relatively shorter and longer than crack 1 .
When crack 2 is much shorter than crack 1 as shown in Figure 4.11(a), crack 2 can be 
assumed as an edge crack that is isolated from all remote geometric influences including 
the longer crack 1. For these situations the single edge crack weight function provides a 
good approximation and thus the SIFs calculated for crack 2 will be primarily influenced 
by the non-uniform stress distributions. With reference to Figures 4.9(a)-(c) and 
particularly Figure 4.5 it can be seen that for small crack separations the correlation 
between FEA and weight function results improve for short a2/T values. It should be 
remembered that for results shown in Figure 4.5, the quality of curve fitted stress 
distributions is superior than those used for results shown in Figure 4.9.
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crack
crack 2 «  crack 1
crack 1
crack 2 »  crack 1
crack crackcrack 1
Figure 4.11: Two different cases for small crack separation where crack 2 is much 
(a) shorter than crack 1, and (b) longer than crack 1.
Considering Figure 4.11(b) in which crack 1, although very close to crack 2, is much 
smaller than crack 2. For this situation the additional geometric influence on crack 2 is 
small due to the small size of crack 1 and hence the single edge crack weight function 
provides a good approximation. Weight function results would therefore be expected to 
improve for this situation. As shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.5, at small d/T values 
weight function results agree well with FEA results for large a2/T values.
The two conditions shown in Figure 4.11 can be considered as two extreme cases. For 
other geometric arrangements, where the cracks are close and are both of significant
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length, the weight function is influenced by the additional geometric effect of the other 
crack which is not present in a single edge crack weight function. It is for these cases that 
the greatest discrepancies between FEA and weight function results are greatest. From 
results shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.5 it is thought that this is a primary source of 
error in weight function predictions and errors due to stress gradient and curve fitting 
approximations are secondary.
The weight function approach for the evaluation of SIFs for multiple crack problems has 
been shown to be valid for a wide range of crack sizes and separations. Situations for 
which the approach gives slightly unconservative results have been identified as being 
those for which the cracks are both long and positioned in close proximity. A number of 
possibilities for this limitation have been discussed above. Further work to improve 
performance for this situation would provide a more complete solution, however it 
represents an unrealistic practical condition. If two very short edge cracks were to initiate 
very close together, it is inevitable that one crack will become dominant and continue to 
grow while the other will arrest. Therefore the crack condition shown in Figure 4.12a is 
highly unlikely to occur. If however, two cracks were to initiate at a greater separation the 
two cracks would grow to a greater length before one becomes dominant. It is this 
situation shown in Figure 4.12b that has the greater practical application. The weight 
function approach has been shown to incorporate interaction effects successfully for 
cracks at greater separations. The approach described permits accurate SIFs to be 
calculated allowing crack growth rates to be determined.
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crack 1
crack
crack 1
crack
Figure 4.12: Two cracks of significant length with (a) small separation, and (b) large 
separation.
4.4 Conclusions
The non-uniform stress distributions due to the presence of an additional edge crack in a 
finite body under uniform tension can be used to establish the crack interaction in a 
general form. With this crack interaction the traditional weight function method can be 
applied to predict the SIFs of two edge cracks in a finite body under uniform tension. The 
weight function method has been proven to give reliable solutions for a wide range of 
geometric parameters.
Generally the accuracy of the modified weight function method is very good compared to 
FEA results. For small crack separations generally for d/T, less than 0.30, small 
disparities between weight function calculations and FEA results can be observed 
especially where cracks are of the same length. Most likely sources o f error are due to 
usage of a single crack weight function and high stress gradients used to calculate SIFs. 
Errors were observed to be small for realistic crack situations. The procedure therefore 
provides a valid method for the calculation of SIFs of high accuracy for problems 
concerning multiple cracks without the need of extensive finite elements computations.
A general equation for the stress distribution in the potential plane of a crack due to the 
presence of an existing crack was produced using a multivariate study. This equation 
allows new SIF solutions for two cracks in a finite strip under tension to be rapidly 
generated with little computational effort.
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Although the work contained in this chapter is based on two edge cracks in a finite body 
under uniform tension, the results prove that the weight function method can be used to 
determine SIFs for multiple cracks provided that the stress distribution at the potential 
crack plane is known. This will further improve die versatility of weight function 
methods beyond single crack problems.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendations for Future 
Work
5.0 Introduction
The main objective of the thesis is to study the crack behaviour of interacting cracks and 
to develop a weight function method as a means to determine SIFs of these interacting 
cracks. The preceding chapters of this thesis report die findings of the experimental 
results of fatigue tension loading for a specimen containing two edge cracks. A new 
weight function based method to predict the SIFs of two edge cracks in a strip under 
uniform tension was also detailed. This chapter draws the main conclusions from the 
work undertaken to highlight the significant achievements. The chapter also proposes 
work in order to further explore the wide range of multiple cracks that can be modelled 
using the new SIF weight function method.
5.1 Fatigue Testing for Multiple Cracks
Fatigue tests were conducted to study the interaction effect between two edge cracks. The 
material used for the experiment was a Mild Steel which has minimum yield strength of 
275MPa. A total of seven specimens with different geometries were completed for the 
tests. Specimens containing two edge cracks were prepared successfully using three-point 
bending and a weld strapping technique. The cracks grown using three-point bending 
were not straight causing a kinked cracks. Using fatigue tension loading to precrack 
would improve the results of the early fatigue crack growth data.
During the fatigue tests, the two crack lengths were measured using two travelling 
microscopes. The crack length was measured until approximately half of the plate width 
beyond which severe crack branches were observed.
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Results of Ya2 show a U-shape at the early crack growth. Most likely the U-shape 
occurred due to the crack 2 path during fatigue precracking and fatigue testing. The start 
of a kinked crack during fatigue testing reduces the values of Ya2 while the boundary 
effect of a finite plate forces the Ya2 values to increase causing a U-shape. Another 
possibility is due to crack 1 arrest that allows the crack 2 growth rate to increase. The 
combinations of the crack 2 path and the crack 1 arrest also could possibly cause the U- 
shape.
The experimental results concluded that the SIFs of interacting cracks for real 
engineering applications are much lower than the FEA results. It is almost impossible to 
have very straight parallel edge cracks. The interaction of kinked or oblique edge cracks 
produces lower SIFs than the equivalent theoretical results.
The experimental results could be further improved by precracking using fatigue tension 
loading and by using two sets of pin and clevis assemblies in order to allow rotation in all 
directions. Because of the limitation on a specimen dimensions and the test machine 
capability, the specimen was precracked using bending loading. During the fatigue 
loading the specimen was assembled with one set of pin and clevis which allowed 
rotation in only one direction. This possibly introduced a bending moment to the 
specimen and affected the applied axial load. However, using two sets of pin and clevis 
for a specimen with 450mm length was unachievable as there was limited gap between 
the two test machine grips.
5.2 Development of Weight Function Method for Multiple Cracks
A novel weight function approach to determine SIFs of multiple cracks was successfully 
developed by including the interaction effect between cracks into the weight function 
equation. The interaction effect was established into a general equation by analysing the 
non-uniform stress distribution due to the presence of a single crack, along the crack
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plane of a potential second crack. This general equation allows the calculation of SIFs for 
arbitrary crack lengths and separation when used in conjunction with the traditional 
weight function approach. Calculation of SIFs using this novel approach provides 
engineers with a methodology that is more readily implemented than successive FE 
modelling of multiple cracks.
Generally the SIF results of multiple cracks obtained using the weight function approach 
show very good correlation with FEA results. The general trends expected and observed 
in the FEA results were present in the weight function results. For small crack separations 
generally for d/T, less than 0.30, small disparities between weight function calculations 
and FEA results can be observed especially where cracks are of the same length. Most 
likely sources of error are due to usage of a single crack weight function and high stress 
gradients used to calculate SIFs.
The weight function approach for multiple cracks is based on a weight function for a 
single edge crack used in conjunction with a non-uniform stress distribution. The weight 
function is uniquely a property of crack and component geometry. A single edge crack 
weight function does not incorporate the geometric influence of an additional crack. This 
additional geometric influence will affect the SIFs of two edge cracks for situation where 
the crack separation is small. High stress gradients also could influence the SIF weight 
function calculation. The high stress gradients occur where cracks are approximately of 
the same length which possibly explains why the maximum error can be observed to 
occur at this situation. The use of the weight function with a more variable stress 
distribution containing high stress gradients can introduce errors into calculated SIF 
values.
Although the novel weight function approach to determine SIFs of multiple cracks was 
developed based on two edge cracks in a finite body under uniform tension, the results 
prove that the weight function method can be used to determine SIFs for multiple cracks 
provided that the stress distribution at the potential crack plane is known. This permits
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more complex or two-dimensional multiple crack geometry problems to be solved such 
as a structure containing multiple surface cracks.
5 3  Conclusions
Based on the research work, the main conclusions can be summarised as below:
• Experimental work on multiple cracks is difficult due to the fact that interacting 
cracks tend not to grow in a straight path and within this programme of work the 
necessity to precrack under bending.
• Both theory and experimental results show that cracks in close proximity to each 
other interact to varying degrees depending on relative crack lengths, crack 
separation and plate width.
• The interaction of kinked or oblique edge cracks produces lower SIFs than the 
equivalent theoretical results.
• Numerical results for two edge cracks under tension appear conservative since 
most SIF values obtained experimentally were lower than the numerical 
equivalent models.
• The study shows that wherever more than one crack exists, the longer crack will 
always dominate causing the smaller cracks to arrest due to the stress 'shielding 
effect’.
• The unique feature of the non-uniform stress distribution along the uncracked 
plane with the presence of another crack was used as a basis to model the 
shielding effect using a weight function approach.
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• A novel weight function approach modelling the shielding effect on the through 
wall stress distribution in the crack plane gave good results compared to finite 
element analysis for cracks where the ratio of crack separation to strip width, d/T 
is greater than 0.30.
• This weight function approach allows the rapid calculation of crack interaction 
effects knowing the stress distribution in the uncracked plane.
5.4 Future Development Work of Weight Function Method
It is known that an immense advantage of the weight function is it can be isolated, 
combined and composed to allow evaluation of SIFs for real engineering application. For 
example Brennan and Teh [5.1] used a composition model as shown in Figure 5.1 to 
determine SIF of a single crack emanating from a two-dimensional semicircular notch in 
a finite body. With the capability of the weight function method to calculate the SIFs of 
multiple cracks, more complex geometries could be determined using this composition 
method.
Consider two cracks with differing length emanating from two semicircular notches in a 
finite body as shown in Figure 5.2(a). With the interaction effect incorporated into the 
weight function equation, the SIFs for the two cracks can be determined using a similar 
composition model to the single crack. Figure 5.2(b) illustrates a composition model that 
could be used to determine the SIF of the longer crack. If this composition model proves 
successful it will be great advantage as very complex multiple crack problems would be 
relatively easily solved.
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Semi-infinite Width
Finite Width Finite Width
Semi-infinite Width
Figure 5.1: Composition model used in Ref.[5.1] to determine SIF for an edge crack
emanating from a two-dimensional semicircular notch in a finite body.
Figure 5.2: (a) Two cracks with differing length emanating from two semicircular
notches, (b) Equivalent composition model that could be used to determine 
the SIF of longer crack.
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5.4.1 Multiple Surface Cracks
The most common cracks found in structural components are two-dimensional or surface 
cracks. Examples of structural failure due to this type of cracking are briefly highlighted 
in Chapter 1. Normally multiple surface cracks propagate and coalesce together to form a 
large surface crack before fracture occurs.
There are few studies regarding the surface crack which commonly use semi elliptical 
shape for the simplicity of the analysis. For example Newman and Raju [5.2] have 
established an empirical equation for the SIF of a single surface crack based on the SIFs 
obtained from three-dimensional, finite element analysis of semi elliptical surface cracks 
in finite elastic plates subjected to tension or bending loads. Soboyejo et al. [5.3] studied 
the interaction and coalescence of two surface cracks under bending using experiment 
and finite element analysis. Orynyak etal. [5.4]and[5.5] establish solutions for semi­
elliptical surface cracks in semi-infinite and finite bodies using a weight function 
approach. The weight function approach could be extended for multiple semi-elliptical 
surface cracks if the interaction effect is included.
Figure 5.2 shows an example of two semi-elliptical surface cracks in a three-dimensional 
body. A similar weight function approach as used in this thesis might be established using 
the non-uniform stress distribution in the potential surface crack with the presence of 
another surface crack. For the case of tension loading and for crack opening mode the 
stress distributions in the normal direction of the surface crack would need to be 
considered.
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Figure 5.3: Two different sizes of surface cracks in three-dimensional body.
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Appendix A: Fatigue Test Stress Calculations
Shearing/tearing stress.
Shearing stress is calculated as below:
Tensile Load, P = 50kN 
Thickness, t = 0.01m
Length from hole centre as shown in Figure A. 1, b = 0.05m 
Area, A = b x t
= 5 x 10"4 m2 
Stress, a  = P/A
= lOOMPa 
Shear stress, t = a/2
= 50MPa
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Figure A .l: Notation used for stress calculation.
Bearing Stress.
Bearing stress is calculated as below:
Tensile Load, P = 50kN 
Diameter of hole, d = 0.03m 
Thickness, t = 0.01m 
Area, A = d x t
= 3 x 10*4 m2 
Bearing Stress, a  = P/A
= 167MPa
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Stress on ligament width.
Stress on ligament width of the plate after drilling a hole is calculated as below: 
Tensile Load, P = 50kN 
Thickness, t = 0.01m 
Diameter of hole, d = 0.03m 
Plate width, T = 0.1m 
Area, A = (T-d) x t 
= 7 x lO^m2
Stress Concentration Factor for circular shape, Kt = 3.0 
Stress on ligament width, a  = KtP/A
= 214MPa
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Figure A.2: Reaction forces acting on the pin that hold the plate.
Bending Stress.
Bending stress is calculated as below:
Tensile Load, P = 50kN 
Reaction forces, F = P/2 
= 25kN
Distance between two reaction forces as shown in Figure A.2, x = 0.016m 
Moment, M = Fx
= 400Nm 
Pin diameter, d = 0.029m 
Second moment, I = 7id4/64
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Radius of pin, y = 0.0145m 
Bending stress, o = My/1
= 167MPa
Appendix B.
Detail coefficients a,b,c and d for Eqn.(4.21).
d
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G, =33.0-6.25xl03^ ^+1.34xl05^ j-^ -1.03x10®  ^+3.63xl0®^ yj -6.07x10® ]^ +3.90xl0®^ yj
b —A.2 +B2 £ ) ♦ < $ ) ’ <B.3>
A2=180-3.04x103^ -^ -^ +1.99x104^ |^-^  -6.42x10^^) +1.06xl05^ yj -7.70xl04|y j  +1.30xl04^ y-j
B2=-3.02xl03+6.72xl04^ yj-5.53xl05^ j  +2.28xl0®|yj -5.07x10®^ +5.81x10®  ^ -2.68x10®^ 
C2=1.85xl04-4.66xl05^ j+4.21xl0®^yj -1.88xl07^ yj +4.52xl07^ yj -5.62xl07^ y-j +2.82xl07^ yj 
D2=-5.44xl04+1.47xl0®^ y-j-1.40xl07^ yj +6.55xl07^y-j -1.64xl0*^j +2 .12xl0*^ y-j -l.llxlO*^j (B.4)
E2=8.22xl04-2.32xl0® j^+2.29xl07^ yj -l.llxlO*^j +2 .8 6xl0* ^ j  -3.80xl0*^j +2.04xl0*^ yj
F2=-6.16xl04+1.79xl0®^ yj-1.81xl07^ yj +8.98xl07^ j-j - 2 .3 7xl0* ^ j  +3.21xl0*^ yj - 1.75xl0* ^ j
G2=1.81xl04-5.37xl05^ yj+5.56xl0®^yj -2.80xl07^ j  +7.50xl07^ j-j -1.03xl05^ yj +5.70xl07^ y-
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C — Ai +B: ^  _ ra''2+c,
V Ay
+D3| ^ +E:
d
vTy
(B.5)
A3=1.91xl02-4 .7 2 x l0 3^ y j+ 4 .2 2 x l0 4^ y j  - l .W x lO 5^  + 4 .6 4 x l 0 ^ y j  - 5 .8 7 x l0 * ^ - j  + 3 .02xl0s^ j  
B3= -2 .7 6 x l0 3 + 7.65xl04^ j - 7 . 5 3 x l 0 s^ y j  + 3 .64xl06^ j  -9 .3 8 x l0 6^ J  + 1.24xl07^ y j  - 6 . 6 3 x 1 0 * ^  
C 3=1.51xl04-4 .4 4 x l0 5^ + 4 . 5 7 x l 0 6^ y j  -2 .2 8 x l0 7| y j  + 6 .03xl07^ j  -8 .1 5 x l0 7^ p j  + 4 .43xl07^ y - j  
D 3= -4 .0 4 x l0 4+1.23xl06^ j - 1 . 3 0 x l 0 7^ j  + 6 .59x l07^ y j  - 1 .7 7 x l 0 ^ y j  + 2 .4 1 x l0 ^ y J  -1 .3 2 x l0 * ^ y -j (B.6) 
E 3= 5.69x l04-1 .7 6 x l0 6^ J + 1 . 8 9 x l 0 7^ y j  -9 .6 9 x l0 7| y j  + 2 .6 2 x l 0 * ^ j  _ 3 .6 1 x lO » ^ J  + 1.9 9 x 10* ^ ! j  
F3= ^ t.0 2 x l0 4+1.26xl06^ y - j -1 .3 6 x l0 7^ j  + 7 .05xl07^ J  - 1 .9 2 x lO * ^ J  + 2 .6 5 x 1 0 * ^  -1 .4 7 x 1 0 * ^ 1  j  
G 3=1.12xl04 -3 .5 6 x l0 5^ J + 3 . 8 7 x l 0 6^ y - j  -2 .0 2 x l0 7^ J  +5 .51xl07^ j  -7 .6 5 x l0 7^ j  + 4 .25x l07^ j
d=A4 +B4||j+ c/^
\2
+ d 4 11 +E, (B.7)
A4= -2 .1 7 x l0 2+1.06xl04^ j - 1 . 3 5 x l 0 5^ y - j  + 7.88xl05^ - j  -2 .3 7 x l0 6^ y j  + 3 .57x l06^ - j  -2 .1 4 x l0 6^ - j  
B4=2.97x103-1.48x105^ + 1 . 9 9 x 1 0 6^ J  -1 .2 0 x l0 7^ j  + 3 .71xl07^ y j  -5 .6 9 x l0 7^  + 3 .45x l07^ j  
C4= -1 .5 4 x l0 4 + 7.76xl05^ y - j -1 .0 8 x l0 7^ y j  + 6 .67x l07^ y j  - 2 .0 9 x l0 * ^ y j  + 3 .2 4 x l 0 * ^ j  -1 .9 8 x lO * |^ J  
D4=3.93xl04-2 .0 1 x l0 6^ y j+ 2 .8 4 x l0 7^ y - j  - 1 .7 9 x 1 0 * ^  + 5 .6 6 x 1 0 * ^  _ 8 .8 6 x l0 * ^ - j  + 5 .4 5 x lO * ^ j  (B.8)
E4= -5 .2 9 x l0 4 + 2.73xl06|y j - 3 . 9 2 x l 0 7^ j  + 2 .5 0 x 1 0 * ^  - 7 . 9 7 x l 0 * ^ j  +1.25xl09^ j  -7 .7 5 x lO * ^ y j  
F4=3.60xl04-1 .8 8 x l0 6^ j + 2 . 7 2 x l 0 7^ j  -1 .7 5 x lO * ^ - j  + 5 .6 2x l0*^y-j - 8 . 8 9 x l 0 * ^ j  + 5 .5 1 x lO * ^ j  
G4= -9 .7 6 x103+5.13x105^ - 7 . 5 1 x106^  +4.85x107^  - 1 . 5 7 x 1 0 * ^  + 2 .4 9 x 1 0 * ^ -j  - 1 .5 4 x l 0 * |y j
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Table B.l: Coefficients a,b,c and d values for Eqn.(4.21) with different d/T
and al/T values.
d/T a1/T a b c d a1 n a b C d
0.1
0.05 0.5070 20.2108 12.7010 14.9214 0.05 0.9850 -1.1876 -1.3396 0.1491
0.1 -0.0047 14.7951 1.3848 25.2772 0.1 0.9405 -0.8344 -1.4917 0.5396
0.15 -0.1974 8.5043 -4.1398 21.2809 0.15 0.8791 -0.7790I I I -1.5549 0.9836
0.2 -0.2175 4.3231 -5.9380 15.4994
0.5
0.2 0.8055 -0.5933 -1.7875 1.5284
0.25 -0.1845 2.3009 -5.9370 11.3394 0.25 0.7233 -0.2904 -2.0590 2.0555
0.3 -0.1568 1.4637 -5.4302 8.5530 0.3 0.6383 0.0106 -2.2194 2.4340
0.35 -0.1338 0.9873 -4.9484 6.5171 0.35 0.5588 0.2587 -2.2629 2.6057
0.4 -0.0951 0.6334 -4.4979 5.2845 0.4 0.4918 0.4826 -2.2839 2.5997
0.45 -0.0774 0.4472 -4.1644 4.4082 0.45 0.4360 0.6420 -2.2268 2.4786
CM©
0.05 0.8644 4.1531 2.9778 2.2825
0.6
0.05 0.9974 -1.6970 -1.6081 -0.2204
0.1 0.5305 6.4830 1.3783 7.0794 0.1 0.9609 -1.0182 -1.5092 0.1192
0.15 0.2433 5.6736 -1.3699 9.9522 0.15 0.9244 -1.0541 -1.6286 0.5994
0.2 0.0778 4.1429 -3.2508 9.9168 0.2 0.8867 -1.1936 -1.8887 0.9386
0.25 0.0026 2.9032 -4.0285 8.3899 0.25 0.8422 -1.1681 -2.1025 1.2171
0.3 -0.0325 2.1409 -4.1349 6.8247 0.3 0.7899 -0.9698 -2.1923 1.5330
0.35 -0.0526 1.6781 -3.9906 5.6473 0.35 0.7349 -0.7304 -2.2356 1.8530
0.4 -0.0557 1.3136 -3.7619 4.4954 0.4 0.6847 -0.5620 -2.3403 2.0600
0.45 -0.0521 1.0451 -3.5510 3.7590 0.45 0.6380 -0.3608 -2.3480 2.1972
0.3
0.05 0.9446 0.4398 0.0786 0.5370 0.05 0.9944 -1.5966 -1.5688 -0.0372
0.1 0.8005 1.2450 -0.3513 2.1813 0.1 0.9831 -1.6202 -1.7289 0.0686
0.15 0.5985 2.0003 -1.1792 4.2124
0.7
0.15 0.9656 -1.4422 -1.7547 0.2517
0.2 0.4126 2.2981 -2.0624 5.3966 0.2 0.9376 -1.4934 -1.9275 0.4962
0.25 0.2703 2.2451 -2.7063 5.6244 0.25 0.9046 -1.5690 -2.0947 0.7431
0.3 0.1702 2.0871 -2.9861 5.2168 0.3 0.8716 -1.4763 -2.1440 0.9684
0.35 0.0994 1.9773 -2.9692 4.5081 0.35 0.8385 -1.2915 -2.1694 1.1995
0.4 0.0480 1.8904 -2.8366 3.7040 0.4 0.8035 -1.2268 -2.3276 1.4713
0.45 0.0217 1.6823 -2.7059 3.0160 0.45 0.7728 -1.1065 -2.3859 1.7193
0.4
0.05 0.9656 -0.4413 -0.8333 0.5583 0.05 0.9879 -1.2859 -1.4263 0.2660
0.1 0.9063 -0.6177 -1.3238 1.0906 0.1 0.9930 -1.9861 -1.9261 0.2191
0.15 0.7940 -0.0760 -1.4277 1.8187
0.8
0.15 0.9931 -1.7663 -1.8479 0.0224
0.2 0.6591 0.5451 -1.7417 2.7573 0.2
0.25
0.9722 -1.6502 -1.9290 0.1647
0.25 0.5283 0.9762 -2.1452 3.4822 0.9442 -1.6581 -2.0637 0.4317
0.3 0.4165 1.2092 -2.3932 3.7004 0.3 0.9210 -1.6101 -2.0832 0.5955
0.35 0.3262 1.3607 -2.4210 3.4753 0.35 0.9008 -1.5104 -2.0735 0.7037
0.4 0.2539 1.5073 -2.3596 3.1046 0.4 0.8754 -1.5150 -2.2308 0.9669
0.45 0.2045 1.4927 -2.2630 2.6523 0.45 0.8570 -1.4824 -2.2549 1.2457
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d/T a1/T a b C d
0.05 0.9961 -1.4930 -1.5088 -0.0413
0.1 0.9793 -1.5149 -1.7518 0.0927
0.15 0.9864 -1.6346 -1.7648 0.0827
0.9
0.2 0.9863 -1.6962 -1.9537 0.1307
0.25 0.9793 -1.6890 -2.1129 0.2175
0.3 0.9710 -1.6611 -2.0971 0.3135
0.35 0.9611 -1.6555 -2.0467 0.4638
0.4 0.9450 -1.6677 -2.1668 0.7473
0.45 0.9297 -1.6249 -2.0590 1.1107
0.05 0.9923 -1.3457 -1.4523 0.2973
0.1 0.9854 -1.9198 -1.9129 0.1556
0.15 0.9946 -1.7554 -1.7976 0.0747
1.0
0.2 0.9846 -1.6903 -1.9359 0.1662
0.25 0.9725 -1.7218 -2.1087 0.2820
0.3 0.9756 -1.6952 -2.0850 0.3534
0.35 0.9887 -1.6260 -2.0119 0.4970
0.4 0.9901 -1.6531 -2.1580 0.8861
0.45___.__ 0.9776 -1.6250 -2.0102 1.3896
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